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ORACLE CARDS

Día de los Muertos Oracle 
KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN 
Artwork by Emily K. Grieves de Reyes Contla
Wisdom from the Departed Beloved

On the Day of the Dead, the veils thin, and the departed return in a celebration of life. Tune 
in to this rich and festive tradition to connect with your loved ones and alchemize heartache 
into cherished wisdom. Painted in Teotihuacán, México, the vivid imagery of this oracle 
offers a wealth of symbolism alongside inspirational messages and practices for honoring and 
communing with your ancestors.

Practical Magic
SERENE CONNEELEY
Artwork by Selina Fenech
An Oracle for Everyday Enchantment

Energise the purpose, knowledge, and potential within you to empower your heart and 
transform your tomorrows. This inspired collaboration is a rich compendium of fascination, 
insight, ritual, symbolism, and divination that you can action in your daily life for surprising 
and satisfying results. 

Astrology Oracle 
JENNIFER FREED, PhD.
Artwork by Laila Savolainen
Messages from the Stars

Draw on a wealth of astrological wisdom to reveal the primitive, adaptive, and evolving 
choices available to you in every moment, situation, relationship, and opportunity. Deepen 
your understanding of the happenings in your world, magnify your impact, and enhance 
your daily joy by aligning your energy, thoughts, and responses with your highest potential.

64 cards & 168-page colour guidebook. 
Purple-foil lettering on covers.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-68-1

44 cards and 216-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-52-0

ORACLE CARDS

36 cards and 304-page guidebook and
card stand, packaged in a deluxe

hardcover box with magnetic close.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-70-4

The Solitary Witch Oracle 
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Lady Viktoria
Lore, Wisdom, and Light for Your Magickal Path

Wherever there are humans, there are solitary witches — independent emissaries of magick 
who love others but adore the companionship of the free and the wild even more. If ever you 
have yearned for moon-kissed mysteries, kinship with wildflowers, and ecstatic connections 
with Nature and her cycles, you have felt a witch’s wisdom stirring within. The whispers of the 
elements, plants, creatures, and cosmos infuse your world with fascination and freedom.

Wild Kuan Yin Oracle:  
The Velvet Goddess Edition 
ALANA FAIRCHILD
Artwork by Wang Yiguang
Soul Guidance from the Wild Divine

For Free Spirits, Passionate Hearts and Wild Dreamers. Within you beats a fiercely optimistic 
heart, powerful with courage, creativity and compassion. Your soul knows how to embrace 
the path of transformation with love, unafraid to be different and ready to take risks to 
manifest your soul’s calling and higher purpose.

45 cards and 180-page guidebook. Silver foil  
on top box, guidebook cover and card backs.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-50-6

44 cards, 292-page guidebook + velvet pouch. 
Deluxe hardcover box with magnetic close 

and gold-foil lettering on covers.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-30-8

NEW TITLES____________________________________________

For more information on Blue Angel Books,  
Oracle & Tarot Cards, CDs and Journals, visit our website at:

www.blueangelonline.com
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Crystal Oracle 
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
Artwork by Laila Savolainen
Wisdom from the Heart of the Earth

Let your heart be lightened and your spirit blessed by the magic, wonder, and wisdom 
of crystals in this beautiful oracle by Toni Carmine Salerno. The full-color cards feature 
vibrant images channeled by Laila Savolainen to embody the unique essence of 44 crystals. 
The set also includes an 84-page guidebook with each crystal’s qualities, inspired messages, 
instructions for use, and a range of card spreads to connect you with the empowering 
frequencies of Heaven on Earth.

Blue Angel Oracle  
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
New Earth Edition

Archangel Michael is here as your loving protector and guide. Journey with his presence 
to experience pathways of light and know the sacred space within your heart that connects 
you with eternal wisdom. The messages and imagery in this sublime oracle, both ethereal 
and familiar, embody and encourage the wonder of collaboration between you and the great 
unknowable creative intelligence of the Universe.

45 cards and 80-page full-colour guidebook, gold-foil 
lettering on top box, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-71-1

44 cards and 84-page guidebook, gold-foil  
on covers, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-28-5

Universal Love Healing Oracle Cards  
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
Special 20th Anniversary Edition

As we strive for happiness, achievement, purpose and fulfilment, we can lose sight of who we 
are, what truly matters and the infinite pool of possibility that lies within and around us. This 
beautiful deck reflects all that is inside you, waiting to be discovered.

45 gold-edged cards, 72-page  
guidebook, gold-foil lettering on  

covers, packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-08-7

Spirit Oracle
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
Third Edition

Spirit Oracle invites you into a space of love, beauty, and limitless reflection. You are welcome here. 
You are worthy. And, your heart and soul are free to know and affirm your truth. Step into 
the timeless wonder of the imagery, feel the resonance of the card names and allow the poetic 
insights of the messages to rise and blossom within you. Like seeds traveling on the wind, 
who knows where their possibility will anchor, how fast their potential will be realized, and 
how many delights will spring from their branches.

54 gold-edged cards and 24-page instruction booklet,
gold-foil lettering on covers, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-40-7

ORACLE CARDS

Magdalene Oracle 
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
Borderless Edition

Throughout the ages, Magdalene has been seen as the Dark Goddess of gentle strength and 
authority, bearer of infinite compassion and wisdom. Her energy and the timeless wisdom she 
embodies are perhaps more relevant today than ever before. Calling upon this energy, Magdalene 
Oracle provides insight and clarity into your current situation and helps answer your questions. 
The stunning card illustrations also offer healing beyond that which words alone can ever provide.

45 cards and 68-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-24-7

ORACLE CARDS

Soul Mate Cards  
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
55 Wisdom Cards for Enriching Your Soul Mate Connections

Soul mates exist. They can appear in many forms to take you beyond the corridors of 
the mind so you can journey the path of your heart and discover fearless, ever-present 
love. Expansive, beautiful love that embraces the passions of life. Uplifting nurturing love 
that enhances your interactions. Soulful, penetrating love that illuminates the precious 
relationship you have with yourself. Love that is wise and constant and holds you safe in the 
knowledge that you are forever as one, in this unbreakable moment, whole and at peace.

55 wisdom cards and instruction card, gold-foil  
lettering on covers, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-42-1
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ORACLE CARDS

Whispers of Aloha 
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Christina DeHoff

Embrace the bliss, empowerment, and spirit of Aloha through Angela Hartfield’s oracular 
ode to her island home. In her signature style, Angela illuminates the wisdom within the 
artworks, so they convey personal meaning for detailed and revelatory readings. The lush 
imagery by Maui-based Christina DeHoff provides a visual connection to the elements, 
deities, nature, and joys of Hawaii. Revel in glorious inner and outer landscapes, dance where 
worlds meet, and immerse yourself in wonder as you discover direction, guidance, purpose, 
and harmony. * With a foreword by Alana Fairchild.

The Secret Language of Your Soul 
INNA SEGAL 
Artwork by Jane Marin
An Oracle for Mind, Body and Heart

From the spark in your crown to the tips of your fingers and toes, your body is a true 
messenger for your soul. Now, you can decipher its signals to access transformative insights 
and unlock profound inner awakening with bestselling author and intuitive healer Inna 
Segal. This sublime oracle is a treasury of divination, actualisation and loving support with 
mandalic imagery to invigorate and amplify the gifts and secrets your body holds.

Luminous Humanness Oracle Cards 
KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN
Artwork by Laila Savolainen

To be luminous is to be at ease with your inner gold. In feeling and freeing your authentic, 
connected, and whole self, your light illuminates your path and possibilities so you can move 
forward in confidence and clarity, excited for all that awaits you. Play with these cards for a 
few minutes each day to invite a more radiant life to meet you, wherever you are at.

44 cards, 116-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-1-922573-69-8

44 cards and 160-page guidebook,
gold-foil lettering on covers,

packaged in a hardcover box. 
ISBN: 978-1-922573-46-9

45 cards and 188-page guidebook,
gold-foil lettering on covers,

packaged in a hardcover box. 
ISBN: 978-1-922573-48-3

The Oracle of Portals
TESS WHITEHURST
Artwork by Laila Savolainen
Traversing Gateways of Power and Possibility

Come beyond the bounds of time and place to discover the profound and transformative 
power of the in-between. You are forever on the threshold of becoming, and every turn, 
choice, action, and word is a path maker. Now, you can consciously navigate the liminal to 
open the gateways to your brighter future.

44 cards and 148-page guidebook,  
gold-foil lettering on covers,  

packaged in a hardcover box. 
ISBN: 978-1-922573-43-8

ORACLE CARDS

Oracle of the Wylder Ones
SHARON MCLEOD
Messages and Affirmations from the Wylderness

 

From a whimsical world charged with insight, symbolism and premonition, these unique 
messengers are here with guidance and affirmations to invoke your inner wylderness and bring 
joy and adventure to all you do. The Wylder Ones love your curiosity for the future, your desire 
for self-awareness and your keen sense of the interplay between choice and destiny.

53 cards and 128-page guidebook,  
silver-foil embellishment on covers,  

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-41-4

Dimensions of Light
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Barry Stevens
Natural Energy for Soul Illumination

Holders of the light, the elevated vibration of the seen and unseen, these beautiful hand-painted 
mandalas are spiritual catalysts of love, healing, blessings and uplifting transformation. Select a 
card for guidance or reflection, gaze upon the image, and allow gentle illumination to nourish 
you. Feel into the accompanying messages to magnify the radiance of the sacred geometry and 
further open your heart to healing alchemy. Place a card on your altar or vision board to increase 
divine beauty and welcome supportive energy for your soul journey.

45-cards and 24-page instruction booklet,  
gold-foil embellishments on covers and card 

backs, packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-39-1
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ORACLE CARDS

The Mystique of Magdalene 
CHERYL YAMBRACH ROSE
An Oracle of Love

Beloved teacher, practical mystic, and divine healer Mary Magdalene is an archetype for our 
time. Within her journeys, we discover the stories, secrets, and potentials of all women who 
rise above challenges using intuition, creative thinking, and deep, transformative compassion. 
Mary teaches that there is no knowledge, understanding, or wisdom without love. Through 
the text and vision of Cheryl Yambrach Rose, we can enter the warmth of safety of 
Magdalene’s sacred aura, share in her travels, and be blessed by her sweet revelation. 

The Enchanted Heart 
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Lindy Longhurst

 

Uplift your soul with vibrant imagery and gorgeous guidance. This delightful deck is an invitation 
into a magical world where you can lovingly reconnect with the precious child within and be 
inspired by your innate ability to manifest healing beauty. Enter this magical space and open 
your heart to the blessings of peace, confidence and enchantment.

Water Temple Oracle 
SUZY CHERUB
Artwork by Laila Savolainen

 

Immerse yourself in the wisdom of eleven sacred water temples and their goddess guardians 
and emerge revitalised. A beautiful stream of creativity, awareness and consciousness flows 
from Aphrodite, Mother Ganges, Anuket, and other vessels of sacred knowledge from around 
the world. Tune in to the radiant archetypes of this beautiful oracle through the messages, 
rituals and affirmations, and you will activate their attributes in you.

44 cards and 192-page guidebook, silver-foil  
lettering on covers, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-36-0

44 cards and 108-page guidebook, 
gold-foil embellishments on covers, 

packaged in a hardcover box. 
ISBN: 978-1-922573-31-5

 44 heart-shaped cards and 8-page instruction 
booklet, packaged in a hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-1-922573-29-2

Wild Wisdom Australia 
KARIN ROBERTS
With Bonnie Hughes

Embrace the vibrance and wisdom of Australia’s unique wildlife. These marvelous creatures 
from bush, sea, desert, and sky have empowering gifts and inspiration to share with you. 
Dive deep with Kingfisher, speak out with Cockatoo, tune in to happiness with Quokka, and 
discover the rich, ancient source of insight within you.

44 cards and 108-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-25-4

ORACLE CARDS

Angelic Lightwork Healing Oracle 
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Daniel B. Holeman
Healing, Magic and Manifestation with the Archangels

Generate loving magic for soulful healing and manifestation through the luminous presence 
of four powerful archangels. Enhance your inner light, reveal your healing path and rejoice in 
your spiritual awakening through this visionary deck. Complete with 44 healing practices, this 
beautiful oracle is an invitation to heal and awaken with the support and guidance of the angelic 
realm.

44 cards and 72-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-17-9

Universal Dragon Oracle
CARLA MORROW

We have all heard that something in the distance … The dragons are calling, sometimes as a 
roar and sometimes as a whisper, to stir deep and ancient inner knowledge. There are very 
few creatures as powerful, as majestic, or as wise. Dragons are reaching out to us, trying to 
communicate, and this gorgeous oracle is here to help you receive and interpret their guidance.

44 gold-edged cards, 240-page 
guidebook and card stand, 

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-23-0
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ORACLE CARDS

Seeker Oracle 
RAVYNNE PHELAN

Seek and discover yourself through the marvel, majesty and magic of Ravynne Phelan.
Seeker Oracle is for the inquisitive, the questioning, and those ready not just for greener 
pastures but for forsaken forests, overlooked woodlands and technicoloured timberland. Your 
55 fantastical companions will walk with you, share their insight and nudge you further along 
your exquisite journey of discovery.

Goddess Spirit Oracle Deck
RACHEL JOHNSON 

 

Ever-changing yet constant, Goddess Spirit is alive in cultures around the globe as teacher, 
healer, leader, and mighty protector. She is fertile maiden, nurturing mother, wise crone, and 
guardian of life. She is present, always. Use this oracle to recognise the Goddess in the world 
and awaken her magic within yourself.

Great Eastern Oracle 
RASSOULI
Empowering Guidance of the Mystics from Ancient to Modern Times

Explore the divine philosophies of forty mystics through the wonder, brilliance, and 
artistry of Rassouli. Enliven your greater truth, open secret doors, and wander into beauty, 
inspiration, and spiritual enrichment as you journey into the hearts and wisdom of 
Confucius, Gurdjieff, Rumi, Gibran, and more.

44 cards and 176-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-19-3

 55 cards and 136-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-12-4

 44 cards and 72-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-16-2

Mandala Healing Oracle 
DENISE JARVIE
Artwork by Lindy Longhurst
Journey to Your Heart

Follow your breath on a colour-filled journey into healing, magic and inspiration and 
awaken the strength, peace and vibrant creativity at your core. As you explore these beautiful 
mandalas from the outside in, you will delve into the hidden hues, rich imagery and glorious 
metaphor of your subconscious, your higher self, and your innate potential.

44 circular cards and 140-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-09-4

ORACLE CARDS

Into the Lonely Woods
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Dan May
Blessings and messages for times of solitude and isolation

Come to The Lonely Woods when you feel isolated, distanced from loved ones or wish to 
embrace quiet, peaceful spaces within a noisy, hurried world. Here, you are welcomed with 
comfort, inspiration, and compassionate guidance. You will come to know an enriching 
solitude, where you can heal, grow, and journey through your inner wilderness in a beautiful 
encounter with your untamed, untrammelled self.

55 message cards and 2 instruction cards,  
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-07-0

Calming Inspirations
LUCY CAVENDISH
55 Messages to Soothe, Comfort, Ease and Unify

 
 
This deck is here to support you through troubles, trials, and heartache. In the most testing 
of times, we discover what lies within us, that we are brave, resourceful and ingenious like 
the heroes of legend. During our struggles, calm can become our ally. It leads us to create 
opportunities and understand where we can flourish. With the tender guidance of this deck, 
you’ll find your way and feel encouraged to step up for yourself and for others to help heal the 
world.

45 cards and 104-page guidebook,  
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-11-7
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ORACLE CARDS

Crystal Mandala Activation Cards 
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jane Marin 
Alchemical Affirmations for the Soul

 
Receive loving crystalline codes straight into your body, mind and soul to enrich and re-
energise your connection to the sacred worlds of crystals and higher beings. Alchemical 
affirmations are tripswitch transmissions of light that align you with the higher vibrations of 
angels, ascended masters and goddesses.

Blessed by the Goddess
LUCY CAVENDISH
Loving Messages from the Global and Cosmic Collective of Divine Mothers

The Goddess is here with exquisite creativity and compassionate wisdom to re-Mother, 
protect, nurture, and gently guide you throughout each day of your life. This sisterhood of 
Divine Mothers, a diverse collective of cosmic energies, is ready to help you cultivate truth, 
strength and courage within yourself. Card by card, this deck offers simple change, supportive 
messages, and powerful results. Discover the meaning of your lived experience, the soul 
lessons within your challenges, and the joy and beauty that is now within your reach.

The Esoteric Buddhism of Japan
YŪZUI KOTAKI
Illustrated by Miki Okuda

Develop a meaningful connection with Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Wisdom Kings, and other 
traditional messengers of Esoteric Buddhism with this uniquely crafted oracle set. The cards 
feature 44 forms of the Buddha, carefully and beautifully rendered by Miki Okuda with 
mudras, colors, and symbolism to open your awareness to your true nature and wisdom.  
In the guidebook, you will discover mandalas, mantras, messages, and blessings to grow  
your understanding, deepen your compassion, and help you access profound insight.

44 cards and 116-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-10-0

54 cards and instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-04-9

55 message cards plus instruction card,  
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-05-6

Awakened Dreamer Oracle Cards
KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN
Wisdom Cards for Embracing & Celebrating Your Dreams

The dreamer within is aware of every hidden detail of who you are, and has access to all 
the love, beauty, wisdom, and soul-fulfilling splendor this world has ever known. You have 
glimpsed what you are capable of and who you could be. Bestselling author Kelly Sullivan 
Walden brings you 55 rousing messages to support, nudge, provoke, and inspire you to 
celebrate your greater potential and relish this journey called life. Awaken and embrace your 
higher consciousness and engage with the power, wonder and magic of your dreams.

Blessed Be
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Jane Starr Weils

Mystical Celtic Blessing Cards to Enrich & Empower

Once, when we met, we would say the sacred words, Blessed Be, to wish each 
other blessings for the day, for the night, and for the profound turning points in 
our lives. This deck, in very simple, real ways, returns to you the holy power of 
Celtic blessings, providing a pathway to reconnection with the Divine.

Lucy Cavendish’s compassionate blessings bring hope, inspiration, understanding, 
and encouragement. Most of all, they offer a deep sense of belonging, the comfort 
of being seen, the reminder that you are a cherished and most precious being. For 
every one of life’s gateways, for all the joyful moments, and the challenges, there is 
a blessing to ignite your soul’s luminous, loving light once again.

Jane Starr Weils’ exquisite illustrations provide a unique feast of devotional 
treasures that will restore your spirit to the sacred, every day.

46 cards and 140-page guidebook, packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-31-1

55 message cards plus instruction 
card, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-6487467-0-6

ORACLE CARDS
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DELUXE JOURNALS

The Secret Language of Your Soul 
INNA SEGAL
Artwork by Jane Marin

A Journal for Mind, Body and Heart

Your heart, mind, body, and glorious soul are speaking to you. Their support and wisdom 
are yours by nature. Remember how to receive their enriching messages through the insight, 
guidance, visualisations, energetic practices, and mandalic imagery of this deluxe journal. 
See the signals, feel the sensations, and recognise the intuitions that arise from love, care, 
and innate knowledge, especially for you. These pages offer a supportive space for releasing 
worry, discovering meaning in the worlds around and within you and rejoicing in the freeing 
wonder of your divine expression.

The Art of Life Journal
HILLARY WILSON

Finding Creative Inspiration in the Everyday

 Open your heart to life and bask in the boundless energy of existence with this gorgeous 
journal from Hillary Wilson. Inspiration is everywhere — bursting from simplicity, blooming 
in complexity, and waiting in the cellular depths of the sacred. Expand your senses in this 
unique realm of possibility, connection, and uninhibited artistry.

Beyond Lemuria:  
A Journal of Becoming
IZZY IVY

Ancient wisdom for the awakened future.

The wonders of Lemuria wait at the nexus of what was and will be. Lemurians were 
lightkeepers, truthseekers and bastions of timeless wisdom. Their legacy lingers in ancient 
whisperings and the deep knowings of nature. You have felt the dream-like invitation to 
unite, awaken and transform. It’s now time to welcome the memory and magic of Lemuria.

Into the Lonely Woods
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Dan May

A journal of blessings and solitude

As sure as sunrise, as inevitable as sunset, we all go through times when we feel very alone. 
When you feel isolated, The Lonely Woods welcomes you with comfort, inspiration, and 
peaceful places where you can breathe its tender wisdom and lay down your reflections, 
longings and dreams. Be enriched by solitude as you heal, grow and meander your way to a 
deep, nourishing relationship with the Divine within.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-51-3

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-38-4

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-37-7

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-35-3

Dream Journal
JAKE BADDELEY

Enter the land of dreams where the ephemeral is bright, and the secrets of your soul are 
welcomed to life.

A whispered wonder invites you to rest your head and heart and drift beyond time and space 
to where your true self awaits. Your dreams are windows into worlds that are entirely your own, 
where no desire is unsung, no quest is untaken, and imagination knows no bounds. Explore 
the vivid and profound insight of your dreams, come to know yourself and be freed.

Goddess Journal
JAKE BADDELEY

Celebrate Woman as an archetype of nature, the indefinable, and the unconscious urge to 
become, create, and be.

The essence of Goddess has flowed, oh so lovingly, throughout this luscious journal. She 
welcomes all you are and all you are becoming. Lean into her chasm and sense her closeness. 
Dive into her chaos and be buoyed by her strength. Breathe in her vulnerability and let your 
pulse dance with resilience, power, grace and ingenuity.

White Light Journal 
ALANA FAIRCHILD
Artwork by A. Andrew Gonzalez

Infuse your whole being with frequencies of light and embrace healing for mind, body and 
soul. Tune into your divine beauty and illuminate your creativity through this sacred offering 
of imagery, mantra, affirmation and healing practice. The stunning artwork of A. Andrew 
Gonzalez and Alana Fairchild’s uniquely channelled spiritual exercises will inspire your 
spiritual journey whilst holding space for you to connect more deeply with yourself. Align 
your heart with higher wisdom as you enter this beautiful realm of divine light.

Whispers of Healing Journal
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Josephine Wall

Express, explore and reflect on your inner and outer worlds to deepen, support, and enhance 
your wellness journey. Journaling has many benefits for the mind, body, and soul — and they 
are right at your fingertips. Let them flow through you, awakened by the magic of Josephine 
Wall’s enchanting imagery and guided by the lived wisdom of Angela Hartfield. Here, you 
have a soft and sacred place where you are safe in surrender, free to rest and replenish, and 
can remember the natural wonders of your whole and glorious being.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-27-8

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-18-6

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-13-1

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-21-6

DELUXE JOURNALS
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DELUXE JOURNALS

Colour Healing Journal 
INNA SEGAL

Don’t just see in colour — feel, heal and believe in it.

Experience the full spectrum of life, explore darkness and light, and venture into a 
rainbow-filled world with bestselling author, teacher and healer, Inna Segal. Here, you have 
an interactive guide to understanding and playing with the rich palette of life. Join the 
celebration of pigment, paint and possibility in this beautiful journal and discover your  
true colours, today.

Blessings of Thankfulness
Your Gratitude Journal 
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Josephine Wall

Cherish your practice of gratitude and greet your world with grace, resolve, and assurance 
with this beautiful offering from Angela Hartfield and Josephine Wall. This sumptuous 
journal is a safe and welcoming space for deepening your appreciation for life. Combining 
gratitude and journaling magnifies their positive effects to reduce worry, build resilience, 
ignite hope, and discover the joy available to you each day.

A Seeker’s Tale
Writing & Creativity Journal
RAVYNNE PHELAN

A Seeker delves into the realms of the mind, exploring memories, thoughts, feelings, beliefs, 
hopes and dreams. The mundane and the magical, the beautiful and the terrible — all should 
be honoured and recorded. The written word is the Seeker’s most potent means of ordering 
the mind, expressing thoughts, releasing emotions, and finding the way forward. Here, you 
can frame your questions and discover your answers. Embark on a voyage of discovery 
without taking a step.

Our deluxe softcover 220-page journals deliver guidance, support and 
inspiration on premium paper with lined and unlined pages alongside 
44 full-colour images. Draw, sketch, write and scribble your way to 
freeing and being your most wonderfully authentic self.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-20-9

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-14-8

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-22-3

Wildflower Folk Coloring Book 
CHRISTINE KARRON

Baby dragons, fairy friends, moonlit enchantresses and more are waiting for the magic of 
the rainbow to bring them to life. Enjoy hours of tranquility and mindfulness as you add 
your unique sparkle to the 54 scenes of this deluxe coloring book. With lush ivory paper 
and single-sided coloring pages, this whimsical collection is a delight for pencils, markers, 
watercolors or anything else you wish. The line drawings balance open spaces with intricate 
detail and feature a delicate grayscale to guide your composition and add a sense of depth to 
your creations for relaxing and satisfying results. This glorious volume includes four exclusive 
images created especially for your adventures with the Wildflower Folk!

Premium 112-page coloring book 
with softcover jacket, emerald-foil 

embellishments on cover.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-49-0

Magic Mandala:  
A book of coloring in
LINDY LONGHURST

Begin at the center, work in from the edges, or flit from one magical aspect to the next. 
However you approach the labyrinthine lineworks, they are sure to provide a centering space 
for relaxation, reflection, and uplifting insight into the contours, contrasts, and symbolism 
of your inner worlds. The forty-four whimsical images embody the wisdom of chakras, 
astrology, tarot, fairy tales, and Australian wildflowers. Express yourself through color and 
form to infuse the mandalas with your energy and stories, and feel harmony, creativity, and 
magic flow from each page into the wider circles of your life.

Premium 96-page coloring book with  
softcover jacket, gold-foil lettering on cover.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-45-2

BOOKS

Namaste Blessings
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

Within your heart, in every atom of your being, is living energy — a brilliant, creative essence 
that exists in you and all living things. Our planet, the sun, moon, stars and galaxies that 
surround us, are made of and connected by this glorious essence. Whatever you call it—
Spirit, God, Goddess, Life Force, Creation, Existence — this energy is what you are.

Full-colour 100-page hardcover gift book 
with premium quality 150 gsm paper.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-06-3
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BOOKS

The Art Of Hikari Shimoda
HIKARI SHIMODA

Enter the enchanting and disarming world of Hikari Shimoda where cuteness and horror co-exist.

Inspired by Japanese manga and anime from her youth, Shimoda’s work expresses modern-day issues in colorful and 
illustrative techniques.

Often depicting starry-eyed children, she dresses her characters in heroic costumes resembling Superman and magical 
girls to reveal problems and struggles in contemporary society through a juxtaposition of brushwork, text, and collage.

Such characters mirror our fantasy heroes and represent our adult desire to nurture the children of the world and defend 
the world we have constructed.

Featuring over 100 artworks. 148-pages. Hardcover. Full-Colour. 210 x 275 mm   ISBN: 978-0-648746-89-8

Highlighting Extraordinary Artists
Blue Angel is venturing into new territory with the launch of the exclusive Starlight Editions Art Collection, a brand-new 

imprint dedicated to the publication of premium quality, illustrated fine art books.
 

The inspiration for this new development stems from the co-founder of Blue Angel Publishing’s long-held passion for art. 
Described as earthly and ethereal, nuanced and wholeheartedly inspiring, the works of Toni Carmine Salerno have blessed 
souls across the globe, largely through the reach of his publishing company. Art has always taken a front seat in the design 
of Blue Angel’s most popular publications and has, in many ways, been a driver of their success in illuminating hearts and 
minds the world over. Toni was recently moved to contribute in a new way to the art world by starting a dedicated imprint 

to help outstanding artists establish a presence in the print world.
 

While our lives have been transformed in many ways by the onset of the digital age, there remains a timeless value, a kind 
of sacredness about objects of physical beauty. Our deepest hope, our strongest desire is that the Starlight Editions Art 

Collection will bring exceptionally presented and exquisite artwork into living rooms, offices and libraries across the globe.

starlighteditions.com

STARLIGHT ART COLLECTION

Into the Lonely Woods
Transforming Loneliness into a Quest of the Soul

LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Dan May

Gift Book

BLESSED BE, LONESOME TRAVELLER.

The Lonely Woods is a place of beings and becomings where sacred solitude brings enriching transformation, and gentle 
knowings help you create beauty and magick — even amidst the mundane and the challenging. Drift into the poetic 

guidance of Lucy Cavendish and the artistic wonder of Day May and go beyond the bustle of time and place to meander 
the oft-hidden path of your inner wilderness. Here you will discover hope, kindness, and heartfelt awareness.

Turn to the wisdom of this beautiful gift book whenever you feel discouraged or need encouragement. Flick gently 
through the pages and stop when it feels right. Do this, and you will find the words and imagery that speak to your soul 
at that moment. Or, read through, page by page, until you feel comforted, protected, and perhaps even inspired to go on, 
filled with the knowledge that the lonesome path can become a sublime and spirit-led quest to discover the greatest gift 

of all — your true self.

Full-colour 100-page hardcover gift book with premium quality 150 gsm paper.  ISBN: 978-1-922573-33-9
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NEW BLUE GAIA TITLES

Rumi: Jewels of Wisdom,  
Healing and Guidance
BLISS AND REVERIE FROM RUMI 
Translations by Rassouli

Delight in ecstatic illuminations and drink in the great love of the Divine with inspired selections 
from Rumi’s Divan of Shams. This exquisitely crafted set delivers blissful moments of profound 
and playful reverie with reflections on love, devotion, sacred passion, and the beautiful miracle of 
life. Choose a card and be enriched by the treasures of Rumi.

Leaves of Wisdom
WALT WHITMAN 
Soulful reflections by Walt Whitman

Walt Whitman’s reflections on nature, the self, and the Divine lend lightness to the spirit 
and bring joy to the heart. These beautifully presented cards feature perennial wisdom from 
Whitman’s transcendental Leaves of Grass. Choose a card and savour a mindful moment of 
insight, inspiration and honest revelation.

224-page softcover.
Size 150w x 225h (mm)

ISBN: 978-1-922573-15-5

Conversations with Blob
LANA PENROSE
A guide to spiritual living in a world gone mad

A brilliant message from beyond
— brought to you by Blob.

Conversations with Blob is a witty, lighthearted and existential exchange between a perfectly 
ordinary human and an extraordinarily wise being with an intriguing and empowering 
take on the great questions of life. Join bestselling author Lana Penrose on a quest to make 
sense of the madness of our times through a fantasy dialogue with an enlightened blob of 
consciousness. We may feel that we are muddling, but Blob knows we are absolutely divine 
and delivers a profoundly liberating message that can radically alter our experience of the 
world and our place in it.

55 insight cards and instruction card, 
gold-foil embellishments on covers, 

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-26-1

55 insight cards and instruction card, 
gold-foil embellishments on covers, 

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-32-2
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NEW BLUE GAIA TITLES

Yoga Wisdom Oracle Cards
ANTHONY SALERNO
Artwork by Pablo Romero
A daily practice for wellness, wisdom and awakening

This moment is an opportunity to experience yoga. Breathe into wholeness and harmony 
with enduring wisdom from the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, the Bhagavad Gita and the 
Upanishads. Open yourself to enlightenment and journey from illusion to unity as you  
bring balance, awareness and awakening to body and soul with this unique 40-card oracle set.

Inner Child Oracle
TERESA SALERNO
Artwork by Christine Karron
Loving Guidance and Renewal with Benny Blue

The crossroads of childhood curiosity and adult understanding is a place of unique 
possibility. Connect with the innate wisdom of your inner child to navigate the tangles,  
trials and tumbles of the grown-up world and meet your challenges with a lighter heart,  
ready for mischief, manifesting and miracles. Your brave, inquisitive and beautiful inner  
child has insightful and nurturing guidance for you. 

46-cards & 128-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-44-5

40-cards & 64-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922573-34-6

20
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The Kuan Yin Transmission™
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Be embraced within the grace, wisdom and strength of the Universal Mother every day. These 
loving and insightful messages have been channelled to guide, empower and help you – even 
with your most challenging problems. Kuan Yin will be your protector and guide as you fulfil 
your path, potential and purpose. Awaken her light within you and shine it into your life and 
into the world. Open your heart and take the journey of your blessed, beautiful life.

Wings of Wisdom
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Lindy Longhurst

Glide into the future with Wings of Wisdom’s uplifting philosophy, inspiring guidance and 
empowering affirmations. Be taken to new heights of awareness as you discover dragonfly 
delights, visionary eagle, playful faery, daring falcon, shining firefly, elegant swan and other 
soul guardians from the natural and mythical worlds. Imbued with supportive, healing and 
positively powerful insight from renowned spiritual author, Alana Fairchild, this deck is sure 
to help you find your wings, open your heart, and let your spirit soar.

44 cards and 72-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-52-6

55 message cards plus instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 4.5 cm x 10 cm
ISBN: 978-1-925538-55-7

ALANA FAIRCHILD

ORACLE CARDS____________________________________________

For further information on any of these titles,
or for an up-to-date look at our most recent and forthcoming releases,

please visit our website at:

www.blueangelonline.com

Circles of Healing
Soul Activation and Radiant Manifestation  
Through Sacred Words, Colour and Mandala 

ALANA FAIRCHILD
Artwork by Beth Wilson

Spiral into healing, play with vibrant mandalas and vitalising language 
to activate enlightenment, healing, prosperity, protection and blessings. 
Create new soul patterning as you cycle into spiritual radiance and soul 
empowerment. The 44 circular affirmation cards of this gorgeously 
crafted deck combine phrase, colour, symbolism and geometry to speak 
directly to your higher consciousness. Breathe, shuffle and affirm yourself 
into energetic renewal.

44 cards and 16-page guidebook, packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-0-648746-86-7

ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Mother Mary Oracle
Pocket Edition

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Shiloh Sophia McCloud

44-card set with instructions,
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 7 cm x 10.3 cm
ISBN: 978-1-922573-03-2

Kali Oracle
Pocket Edition

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

44-card set with instructions,
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 7 cm x 10.3 cm
ISBN: 978-1-922573-02-5

Rumi Oracle
Pocket Edition

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Rassouli

44-card set with instructions,
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 7 cm x 10.3 cm
ISBN: 978-1-922573-00-1

D I V I N E  P O C K E T  E D I T I O N S
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Love Your Inner Goddess
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Lisa Ferrante

This luscious oracle deck has been created to help you tune into your intuition, fire up 
your creativity and celebrate your sacred feminine spirit. The sacred feminine in you is 
unconventional, healing, loving and beautiful – and ready to rumble! She doesn’t want to be 
hidden away. She wants to rise up, so her creative fire and loving wisdom can transform your life.

44 cards and 96-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-24-3

Earth Warriors Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Isabel Bryna

Defying convention and living from the heart, Earth Warriors urge humanity forward with 
enormous positivity and passion for meaningful contribution and sacred purpose. Ready 
to act for truth, Earth Warriors shine light into darkness when those who trade in fear wish 
to keep it hidden. They are guardians of this new world, inspiring humanity to prosper and 
thrive in loving harmony with the wisdom of life.

ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

FULLY REVISED SECOND EDITION
44 cards and 216-page guidebook, 

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-0-648746-84-3

Crystal Mandala Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jane Marin

In this stunning, stand-alone deck, you will work with the vibrant crystal mandalas by Jane Marin, 
as featured in Alana Fairchild’s popular Crystal Spirituality Series books. Alana shares loving 
spiritual guidance from the angels, masters and goddesses to help you integrate the frequencies 
of the crystals and higher beings that are featured in each of the cards. This powerful deck will 
enhance your connection to the sacred worlds of higher beings and crystal energy, opening your 
heart to divine beauty and empowering your soul with loving consciousness. 

54 cards and 244-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-89-5
Kali Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

Dance, revel and rejoice in the presence of the Great Mother. With the empowering insight 
of Alana Fairchild and the striking imagery of Jimmy Manton, this unique oracle set is an 
offering of guidance, clarity and healing that invokes unconditional love, divine blessing and 
authentic spiritual unfoldment. Share sacred space with Goddess Kali, in her many forms, for 
a direct experience of her transformative grace and alchemical power. Be held in the glory of 
her being and behold your destiny.

Pegasus Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Ekaterina Golovanova 

Connect with Pegasus at a soul level with inspired guidance and affirmations to infuse your 
heart with courage and faith. Uplift your spirit with long-lasting positivity that frees you 
from the bounds of learned limitation and karmic obstacles. Ask a question, choose a card, 
and reconnect with the loving truth of Pegasus for clear direction from a higher spiritual 
perspective. It is time to light up your life!  

White Light Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by A. Andrew Gonzalez

You have a light within you. Trust in that light and in your own courage. The light is strong 
enough to guide, support and empower you to fulfil your sacred purpose of healing and soulful 
manifestation. This 44-card and guidebook set features luminous imagery from visionary 
artist A. Andrew Gonzalez and enlightening messages with signature healing processes from 
author Alana Fairchild to help you integrate the loving soul medicine of white light.

44 Cards & 240-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-75-5

44 Cards and 228-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-6487467-1-3

ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

30 cards and 80-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-96-0
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ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Rumi Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Rassouli

Rumi speaks a sacred language that we understand with our hearts rather than our minds. 
He knows the heart is the gateway to divine union and he doesn’t want you to play small 
this lifetime. He encourages humanity to live and love with absolute surrender, abandon and 
willingness to accept the mysteries of life. Whether you have studied his poetry for years or 
are drawn to him only now, this oracle deck will strengthen and illuminate your connection 
with this beautiful and powerful soul who loves you with a fierce passion. 

Lightworker Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Mario Duguay

This deck is for those who feel an inner calling to connect with divine light and higher 
frequencies of consciousness to bring healing to the world. You can create a positive 
contribution to our planet, evolve spiritually, and develop your innate abilities to work with 
energy through different healing modalities, channelling, and communicating with higher 
beings such as angels, ascended masters and other spiritual guides. You can help humanity 
shift from fear to love.

Divine Circus Oracle Cards
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by various artists

Within you there is a free spirit that refuses to be defined by social stereotypes and believes 
it is your right to live your dreams, no matter how weird or creative they may be, and to have 
fun whilst doing so. Whether you are already comfortable claiming your strange beauty or 
just starting to explore the possibility that you might actually be a bird of paradise flower 
amongst a field of daisies, this deck has been created to encourage you. Join the Divine Circus 
to zap the zombie-like, do-what-you’re-told way of the world, and embrace the genius of your 
own creative, free, wild spirit.  

44 cards and 136-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-97-0

44 cards and 204-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-68-0

44 cards and 140-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-00-7

Wild Kuan Yin Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Wang Yiguang

Within you beats a wild and compassionate heart, alive with fierce optimism. You have the 
courage to walk a path of transformation. You will not be tamed by convention. You are not afraid 
to be different, to take risks for what you love, and most of all, to keep hope in your heart. You 
are one of the wild ones. This deck is for you. When the loving peace of Spirit seems too far away 
from the troubles of the physical world, this oracle deck channels the energy of the Divine Mother 
to bring you comfort. She’ll remind you of your fire, your boldness, your unique beauty, your 
passion, your courage. She’ll guide you through even the darkest trials into the blessing of new life.

44 cards and 140-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-08-3

ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Butterfly Affirmations
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Butterflies are creatures of hope. They remind you that struggles and endings are signs of 
something beautiful and new about to be born. These cards contain affirmations to help you 
remember the courage and happiness within you. They inspire you to be wise, to be brave, to 
relax and to never give up on your dreams. Simply relax, choose a card and read the message. 
It will be what you need to hear right now. Let these 44 butterflies bring hope, healing and 
happiness into your life today.

45 cards and 184-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN:  978-0-6487466-9-0

Sacred Rebels Oracle 
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Autumn Skye Morrison
Borderless Edition

Sacred Rebels Oracle is for those who are ready to celebrate and nurture their individuality. When 
you are a Sacred Rebel you want to be fully alive and express your authentic truths. You want to 
help heal the world, even when that means shaking things up. Filled with striking imagery and 
beautiful heartfelt guidance to support you in awakening your sacred rebellious heart, so that you 
will trust in your own uniqueness and authenticity, and honour your creative power.

44-card set packaged 
in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-65-9
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ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Mother Mary Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Shiloh Sophia McCloud

Through this oracle, Mother Mary brings you her guidance and wisdom and connects you 
with knowledge of your own spiritual potency and divinity so that you may experience ever 
greater peace and love on your life journey. Illuminating illustrations capture the true essence 
of Mother Mary’s extraordinary energy while the comprehensive guidebook offers detailed 
messages for each card as well as practical healing processes and affirmations to help you 
integrate the teachings of the Holy Mother.

Journey of Love
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
With poems by Richard Cohn and artwork by Rassouli

Featuring 70 illuminating paintings by visionary artist Rassouli, the cards in Journey of Love are 
bursting with stunning mystical depictions of feminine and natural beauty that help you connect 
deeply with the love that is at the very heart of everything in existence. Accompanied by exquisite 
poetic verses by Richard Cohn and profound messages of guidance by Alana Fairchild, these cards 
are designed to assist you to find your authentic path through all aspects of life, especially in your 
relationships, not only with others, but in your sacred relationship with yourself.

44 cards and 220-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-01-7
Isis Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

The High Priest or Priestess within you walks the path of divine love, power and wisdom. This is 
the path of spiritual self-mastery where we are initiated through the darkness of struggle into the 
light of love. Learn to apply the Ancient Mystery teachings of Isis in practical ways to help you 
navigate through the experiences and challenges in your daily life. Allow the Goddess, this sacred 
priestess, initiate, magician and healer to help you reactivate your own soul talents of healing, magic 
and more as you journey with her from darkness and uncertainty into light, love and power.

70 cards and 168-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-15-4

44 cards and 192-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-19-2

Kuan Yin Oracle
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Zeng Hao

The 44 cards in this deck guide you to a place of inner peace and beauty. Kuan Yin’s energy 
reaches out to you from each card. The messages, inspired by her presence and guiding voice, 
contain her wisdom to help us live a loving and enlightened life that is practical, spiritual and 
positive. The guidance in the messages and the practical exercises for each card nourish you 
on your spiritual path, help you realise that you are a divine Soul and learn to love, trust and 
live your highest destiny this lifetime. 

44 cards and 144-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9872041-8-9

ORACLE CARDS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Kuan Yin Oracle - Pocket Edition
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Zeng Hao

Blessings, Guidance and Enlightenment from the Divine Feminine

Be inspired by the loving presence and guiding voice of the Goddess Kuan Yin in this unique 
pocket oracle! These exquisitely illustrated cards, featuring heart-opening messages of 
guidance from the Feminine Divine will nourish you daily on your spiritual path, leading you 
to a place of inner peace and beauty.

Isis Oracle - Pocket Edition
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

Awaken the High Priestess Within ...

These messages from Goddess Isis – sacred priestess, initiate, magician and healer – will 
guide you on the path of spiritual self-mastery, helping you reactivate your own soul talents 
of healing, magic and more. Explore her powerful, practical teachings to help you navigate 
through the experiences and challenges in your daily life.

44-card set in a hardcover box.
Card size: 7 cm x 10.3 cm.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-99-4

44-card set in a hardcover box.
Card size: 7 cm x 10.3 cm.
ISBN: 978-0-9807406-9-1
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ORACLE CARDS

Wild Kuan Yin Oracle - Pocket Edition
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Wang Yiguang

Soul Guidance from the Wild Divine for Free Spirits, Passionate Hearts and Dreamers of 
Impossible Dreams ...

This deck helps you harness the strength, boldness and fierce optimism of Wild Kuan Yin. 
Draw on it when you need encouragement to take a risk for what you love, a light in times 
of darkness, the courage to dare to be different or a reminder of your fire, your passion, your 
unique beauty. 

The Secret Language of Light
DENISE JARVIE
Artwork by Daniel B. Holeman

Step into the wonder of the light through the inspired insight of Denise Jarvie and the radiant 
artwork of Daniel B. Holeman to enliven the love, vision and strength of your heart. Access 
the wisdom of these stunning cards through the specifically designed meditations, reflections, 
and exercises for divination, contemplation, or revelation. You can also work through the 45 
cards and detailed 164-page guidebook for a complete soul mastery class. The language of 
light speaks to eternity, to life, and to you. Tune in to its secrets and shine!

44-card set 
in a hardcover box.

Card size: 7 cm x 10.3 cm.
ISBN: 978-0-9805550-8-0

45 cards and 164-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-47-2

The Flower of Life
DENISE JARVIE 

The Flower of Life contains the seed of all possibilities, the essence of all desire. This powerful 
creative symbol which lends its name to this deck and graces the back of each card within it 
holds infinite divine potential. These cards are a portal to connect you with that very potential 
locked deep within you. Take a journey with Astar, a wise, loving energetic consciousness 
whose energy permeates this deck with incredible wisdom and insights to share to help you 
remember your true beauty and worth. Here is a star map of your potential. Astar holds the 
faith of your love and truth even when you have forgotten and constantly streams it to you 
through the light of our day star – the Sun and the sparkling stars at night. 

52 guidance cards and 20-page booklet set, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-26-0

HEART-SHAPED ORACLE CARDS TONI CARMINE SALERNO

Heart & Soul Cards
TONI CARMINE SALERNO 

Oracle Cards for Love, Life & Transformation

Open, nourish and enliven your conscious connection with Self and Spirit through the 
illuminating words and art of bestselling author Toni Carmine Salerno. Access inner truth 
and higher guidance by closing your eyes, taking a slow, deep breath and choosing a card. 
This heart-shaped deck includes simple instructions and 54 inspiring messages to align you 
with love, wisdom and strength. Claim the joyful, creativity of your heart and soul, because 
when you look within, you never go without.

Lovers Oracle
TONI CARMINE SALERNO 

45 Heart-Shaped Guidance Cards

Whether you are looking for love or searching for relationship answers, this beautifully 
crafted oracle is for you. Featuring the inspired words and imagery of bestselling author and 
artist Toni Carmine Salerno, this revised edition includes an instruction booklet with sample 
layouts. The 45 heart-shaped cards offer guidance, support and insight dedicated to lovers, 
both present and future, everywhere.

54 heart-shaped cards,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9808719-4-4

45 heart-shaped cards and instruction
booklet, packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9805550-3-5

Guardian Angel Cards
TONI CARMINE SALERNO 

Loving Messages from the Angels

Guardian Angels are divine messengers of love and light, guiding us along life’s sacred 
journey. Through these cards, the Angels offer wisdom for all who seek a deeper truth along 
with clarity, inspiration, guidance and healing.

46 heart-shaped cards,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9579149-7-1
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ORACLE CARDS Angela Hartfield

Whispers of Love
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Josephine Wall

This beautiful card set was created to help you find methods and messages for building
stronger, more loving relationships whilst also reminding you of the interconnectedness of
everything in your life. Whether it be a romantic connection or your relationship with others
around you, these beautifully illustrated cards will help you find answers and solutions.
You can choose cards for everyday guidance or you can focus your readings on a specific
question or relationship.

Whispers of Healing Oracle Cards 
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Josephine Wall

Whispers of Healing Oracle is here to help you nourish, strengthen and restore yourself to 
emotional, physical, and spiritual wellness. Whether you wish to heal a broken heart, resolve 
a work challenge or discover ways to fine-tune your beliefs and attitudes, this deck is ready to 
journey by your side as a source of support, guidance and insight.

50 cards and 76-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-10-9

50 cards and 88-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-26-7

Nature’s Whispers Oracle Cards
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Josephine Wall

Nature is continually enticing us to spend time in her embrace, through the calling of birds, 
the babbling of brooks and streams, the fragrant smell of the flowers and the whispers of 
the trees as the wind blows through their branches. Through this vibrant deck, featuring the 
exquisite artwork of Josephine Wall, nature beckons you to experience a world of profound 
beauty and timeless wisdom.

50 cards and 72-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-39-0

Gratitude Oracle
ANGELA HARTFIELD 
Artwork by Josephine Wall

This   deck   combines   whimsy   and   wisdom   to   deepen your appreciation for the gifts of 
life to help  you  reduce  worry,  build  resilience,  know hope, and discover the joy available 
to you each day.  Choose a card for daily inspiration or guidance on a specific matter for 
yourself and others. The magic of thankfulness will nurture your wellbeing and deepen 
your connections so that challenges transform into opportunity and reveal understanding, 
wholeness, and the strength of all you are.

Whispers of the Ocean
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Ekaterina Golovanova

This sumptuous collaboration from Angela Hartfield and Ekaterina Golovanova delves 
beneath the surface and connects you with ancient, knowing and wondrous companions so 
you can draw on greater strength, replenish your reserves, turn the tide on uncertainty and 
emerge with clarity, purpose and confidence. Powerful, versatile and sensitive, Whispers of the 
Ocean will help you ride the waves of life so you can come out on top. 

55 cards and 132-page guidebook,
 packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN 978-1-925538-98-4

50 cards and 124-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-1-925538-73-1

Whispers of Lord Ganesha
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Ekaterina Golovanova

Lord Ganesha, the renowned elephant-headed god, is one of the most revered and 
worshipped deities in the Hindu pantheon. Ganesha’s energy has the power to clear obstacles, 
bestow wisdom and promote prosperity and success in all ventures. Work with this unique 
deck to invoke the blessings and protection of Lord Ganesha, patron of the arts and sciences 
and keeper of great knowledge. Call on him whenever you feel yourself in need of inspiration, 
guidance, and a clear path through the obstacles and challenges that lie ahead.

50 cards and 96-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-93-2

ORACLE CARDS Angela Hartfield & Josephine Wall
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Healing Energy Oracle
MARIO DUGUAY
 

Align yourself with the light, love and wisdom of the Divine. The energy generated by this 
deck will open you to a greater path, for transformation, freedom and realisation. Choose a 
card, open yourself to the illuminated imagery and messages, and allow their healing energy 
to awaken your inner truths, peace and blessings.

Oracle of the Angels
MARIO DUGUAY

Oracle of the Angels is an essential and rewarding tool for communicating with the angelic 
realm and obtaining powerful messages of guidance and love. Simply ask your angels to guide 
you to the perfect card for you in this moment. Each time you perform a reading, you will tap 
into new insights and deep wisdom from your angels and benefit from the profound sense of 
peace that comes from knowing you are always loved and protected. Mario Duguay’s rich and 
evocative artwork in this deck beautifully captures the divinity that surrounds us every day 
and truly connects us with the magical world of the angels.

ORACLE CARDS MARIO DUGUAY

Messages of Life
MARIO DUGUAY

Enter an extraordinary world of colour, magic and hope with Messages of Life by Mario 
Duguay. The light-filled images and inspired text work together to turn on the Divine within 
you. Meditate on the messages or repeat them as powerful, affirming mantras. Allow the 
enlightening artwork to lift your consciousness to insight, truth and harmony.  

54 guidance cards and instruction card, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-27-4

44 cards and 64-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-1-922161-23-9

54 guidance cards and instruction card, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-91-5

ORACLE CARDS

Through the Eyes of the Soul
CHERYL YAMBRACH ROSE 

Reach into myth, knowing, and wonder with this luminescent oracle from celebrated 
visionary Cheryl Yambrach Rose. This set provides an energetic link to divine beings, sacred 
sites, and otherworldly spaces so you can access meaningful answers and direction.
 
Together, the Neo-Mythic imagery and insightful text will open inner doors so you can 
access profound and hidden guidance for spontaneous revelation, self-empowerment, and 
catalyzing the connection to your higher self. Ask questions for yourself and others, or 
meditate on the cards for illumination and awareness.
 
Set includes 52 prophecy cards and an illustrated guidebook for actualizing wisdom & 
weaving your destiny every day.
 

Transcendent Journeys Oracle 
CHERYL YAMBRACH ROSE

WISDOM OF STARS, KNOWLEDGE OF EARTH, GUIDANCE FROM SOURCE.

Cheryl Yambrach Rose begins her visionary portraits by painting the eyes of her subjects. 
From there, she works outward, to create intimate portrayals of divine and mythical beings 
through a vortex of color and energy. Thus, her images are described as direct portals to the 
profound and enlightening moments, mentors, messengers, and magic the world needs right 
now. Work with this deck to bridge worlds, deepen connections, and awaken your soul to a 
higher vibration.

This 45-card deck is lovingly attuned with the Pleiades, ancient teachings and present-day 
revelation to bring you clarity, direction, and inspiration for the good of all. The guidebook 
includes simple instructions on how to use this oracle with layouts and meanings to activate 
your intuitive processes. 

52 cards and 68-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-6487467-9-9

45 cards and 64-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

 ISBN: 978-1-925538-81-6 
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Beyond Lemuria Oracle Cards
IZZY IVY

NEW-EARTH CODES AND WISDOMS FOR OUR ANCIENT FUTURE

Transform shadow into light, bridge duality and inspire heaven on earth through practical 
and enlightening insight from Lemuria. Recall the past and glimpse the future. Expand your 
conscious awareness and behold the wonders of the greater world.

This uniquely stunning deck from artist and author Izzy Ivy is infused with loving guidance, 
greater knowledge and encoded symbols to enliven the truth in you with the majesty of the 
Universe. 

Fusing childlike innocence with all-knowing depth and strength in her characters, Izzy Ivy 
combines art with the spirit that dances her. Every image is seeded with subtle symbolism for 
the collective dreaming and keys to a deeper recall. Meet the Lemurians, connect with their 
energy and work with the macro-microcosm to reclaim wholeness and step into your light. 

It’s time for the remembering … it’s time to go Beyond Lemuria. 

56 cards and 148-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-83-0

Beyond Lemuria Oracle Cards  
- Pocket Edition
IZZY IVY

WISDOMS FOR OUR ANCIENT FUTURE
 
Transform shadow into light, enliven your truth and reclaim wholeness as you step into the 
memory, magic and healing of Lemuria. Izzy Ivy’s fuses wonder with all-knowing depth, 
strength and loving guidance. Seeded with symbolism, this unique deck evokes connection, 
recall and expanded consciousness for you and your world.

56 message cards and instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 7 x 10.3 cm.
ISBN: 978-0-648746-83-6

ORACLE CARDS

The Lantern Oracle
ANGELINA MIRABITO, PhD
Artwork by Yuly Alejo

Illuminate the shadows, empower your path.
Use this deck to draw lessons, solutions, and insight from the shadows and be empowered 
to walk in truth and shine your light in the world. The 44 cards feature key phrases for 
immediate answers, and the guidebook offers further meaning so you can integrate a deeper 
understanding of the messages. With guidance for every stage and phase of life, The Lantern 
Oracle is a go-to deck for tapping into the supportive, caring, honest, and timeless divine 
sisterhood. 

Star Temple Oracle 
SUZY CHERUB
Artwork by Laila Savolainen

Embody your sacred feminine powers and receive interstellar guidance with this glistening 
oracle from author, speaker and intuitive coach Suzy Cherub. The ancient wisdom of the 
Pleiades is weaved together with present-day mysticism to bring you uplifting and relevant 
insight. Star Temple Oracle has  been  birthed  to  support  your learning, creativity, awareness, 
and growth. Connect with the eternal knowing of the stars and let your intuition flow.

44 cards and 144-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-90-8

44 cards and 104-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-87-8

Cosmic Dancer Oracle
SEDONA SOULFIRE & TESS WHITEHURST
Artwork by Elinore Eaton

Engage with the dance of life, animate your soul, and partner with the undulating cadence of 
the world around you. Activate the cards to bring mindfulness and loving awareness to your 
entire body, and ask for insight into situations, challenges and relationships, or for general 
guidance. Each card message includes a simple exercise to help you harmonize with the 
healing, grace and beauty of the cosmic dance. 

44 cards and 148-page guidebook set, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-88-5
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Dream Goddess  
Empowerment Deck
KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN 

THE GODDESS WHISPERS INTO YOUR HEART, INTO YOUR DREAMS. IT’S TIME TO 
KNOW HER WISDOM.

They may be hidden, but wisdom, empowerment, sensuality and creativity are inherent in 
everyone. The Goddesses are here to encourage you forward, to show you the wonders you 
are capable of, to reveal your innate strengths, intuition and compassion, and to remind 
you of the many resources you have within. Bestselling author Kelly Sullivan Walden helps 
you view the world through goddess lenses with 55 inspiring messages to maximize your 
blessings and actualize love, health, abundance and fulfillment in your modern life. Connect 
with the wise and eternal Goddesses for greater awareness, life-enhancing magic and soul-
enriching freedom.

Sufi Wisdom Oracle 
RASSOULI

THE TIMELESS AND TENDER BEAUTY OF TRUTH

Experience the alchemical wisdom of history’s most influential Sufi sages with this true 
work of devotion from esteemed artist, author and teacher Rassouli. His glorious imagery, 
insightful commentary and direct translations from the Persian texts create a window into the 
rich and numinous world of Sufism. Discover your soul purpose, make empowering choices, 
trust your intuition, have more satisfying relationships, and develop awareness, creativity, 
love and more. Each of the 44 cards depicts the Sufi message that appeared on Rassouli’s 
canvas as he surrendered to his higher consciousness. The 164-page guidebook introduces 
you to fifteen mystics whose messages are like friends from the higher realms and have the 
spirit to empower and inspire you.

55 message cards and instruction card, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 4.5 cm x 10 cm
ISBN: 978-1-925538-80-9

44 cards and 164-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN:  978-1-925538-65-6

ORACLE CARDS

Sacred Mothers & Goddesses 
CLAUDIA OLIVOS 

Embrace  the  strength  and  wisdom  of  the  divine  woman  for  insight,  direction,  and soul-
empowering transformation. 

This dynamic 40-card deck introduces you to sacred mothers, goddesses,  and  priestesses.  
The  comprehensive  guidebook  shares their messages and includes detailed information on 
how and when to communicate with these profound beings. Become aware of your sacred 
femininity and attune to higher and deeper vibrations of the Goddess through activities, 
dedications, altar creation, and card layouts. A former psychologist and art college professor, 
Claudia Olivos is an inspired artist who has worked with the sacred feminine for many years. 
Originally painted in oils on canvas, Claudia’s channeled images hold unique, powerful and 
personal energy to connect you with a sisterhood of deities for practical, loving, and ageless 
knowledge. Be blessed by the wisdom of Sacred Mothers & Goddesses. 

Turn to this oracle for daily guidance, support and a potent reminder of your valuable role in 
this time, this place, and for eternity. 

Ancestor Spirit Oracle Cards
JADE-SKY
Artwork by Belinda Morris

Answer the call of the ancestors to connect to their wisdom, discover their truths and accept 
their support. The knowledge of those who came before us can never be lost. It is alive 
within our hearts, our souls and our DNA. Tap into love and learning from spirits past with 
the guidance of award-winning psychic medium, Jade-Sky.  Stand with wisdom holders, be 
open to ageless insight, and solidify your dreams in a future of joy, fulfilment and clarity. 
With beautiful images, created by Belinda Morris to reinforce the messages and help you 
stretch your energy into other times and spaces for direction, decision-making, purpose and 
reassurance that the ancestors walk with you.

Channelling and connecting with ancestor spirits from many cultures is an important part of 
Jade-Sky’s work as a psychic medium. She interprets messages, signs and symbols from many 
traditions and is honoured to share her extensive knowledge with you here in this oracle.  

43 cards and 104-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-648746-80-5

40 cards and 180-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN 978-1-925538-97-7
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Visionary I Ching Cards
PAUL O’BRIEN 
Artwork by Joan Larimore 

Visionary I Ching Cards is a modern version of the ancient oracle that will stimulate your 
intuition, provide timeless wisdom, and help you resolve dilemmas. Simply find a quiet place, 
calm your mind, and select your cards to get clear on a situation, relationship, or decision. 
The guidebook, along with the entrancing artwork, provides uncanny insight as to what 
approach to take at this time. Just be receptive, read between the lines, and allow connections 
to become clear. 

64 cards and 224-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

 ISBN: 978-1-925538-85-4

Children’s Spirit Animal Cards
DR. STEVEN FARMER WITH JESSECA CAMACHO
Artwork by Pamela Anzalotti

This delightful set features twenty-four Spirit Animals with child-focused messages for 
nurturing connection, reassurance, and confidence.The guidebook includes insight and 
activities for each card plus a section on how to help your child use the deck to inspire 
thoughtful, creative responses to the everyday challenges of childhood. With sturdy cardstock 
and simple wording, this set is suitable for children of all ages, but especially those aged six 
and over. 

24 cards and 92-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN 978-0-6487467-4-4

25 cards and 116-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-01-4

Celtic Tree Oracle
SHARLYN HIDALGO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

Celtic Tree Oracle is based on ancient Celtic wisdom, which revered trees as living, spiritual 
beings – keepers of sacred knowledge that can help us survive, and thrive on Earth. This deck 
is your tool to tune into the trees and access their age-old loving guidance. You will become 
familiar with the signature energies of the trees and more connected with nature – inspired to 
walk through the woodlands and breathe in the revitalizing air of the rainforests. These cards 
will help to connect you to the wisdom of the beautiful, sacred world of the trees.

ORACLE CARDS

Shamanic Medicine Oracle Cards
BARBARA MEIKLEJOHN-FREE & FLAVIA KATE PETERS
Artwork by Yuri Leitch

Shamanic practice acknowledges the presence of spirit, wisdom and healing energy in all 
things. Since ancient times, the shaman has realised the ‘medicine’ within and beyond this 
world, and used this connection for the betterment of all. Now, you can access the knowledge, 
protection and insight of the shaman’s medicine, through this beautiful oracle.

Divination of the Ancients
BARBARA MEIKLEJOHN-FREE & FLAVIA KATE PETERS
Artwork by Richard Crookes

In ancient times, across countless cultures throughout history, there were those traditionally 
revered as wise ones – gifted oracles who spoke directly with nature, interpreted signs and 
omens, and communed with the gods for messages, with extraordinary clarity and foresight. 
Much of this ancient wisdom and many of their divinatory tools have been forgotten with 
the passing of time. This unique deck brings them together again, offering the chance to 
reconnect with different fortune-telling tools and modalities as well as rediscovering the 
ancient significance of a multitude of omens and signs from the Universe.

50 cards and 120-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-25-0

45 cards and 120-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-92-5

TeenAngel Oracle Cards
RITA PIETROSANTO
Artwork by Miki Okuda

Especially designed for teenagers and young adults.
Filled with vibrant and uplifting artwork, this deck offers support to help you navigate the curly 
challenges of growing up in our at-times-crazy world. It invites you to really get to know yourself 
and understand your feelings, and to reflect on your learning experiences and the obstacles that 
seem to stand in your way. It’s for times when you need help to get your head around a problem, 
when you’re freaking out before an exam, or when you just feel down, even if you don’t know why.

40 cards and 100-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-40-3
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Soulful Woman Guidance Cards
SHUSHANN MOVSESSIAN & GEMMA SUMMERS
Features artworks by 27 soulful women artists.

The wisdom of these affirmations and the powerful artwork that illustrates the deck will help 
you to relax into life’s flow, trust in divine timing, follow your intuition, connect with your 
heart’s desire, and open to receive the extraordinary blessings the Universe has to offer you.

ORACLE CARDS

48 cards and 80-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-96-3

Black Moon Astrology Cards
SUSAN SHEPPARD

As a science and an art, astrology reveals the insight and knowledge that is literally written 
in the stars. The 52 cards are based upon the most important placements of a horoscope 
making this an in-depth deck for divination and self-awareness. The 184-page guidebook 
includes information on a range of astrological influences, including the planets, eclipses and 
the lunar nodes. You don’t need to be an astrologer to read these cards. With a divinatory 
meaning, keywords and tarot correspondence for each card, this deck makes the principles 
and revelations of astrology accessible to all.

52 cards and 184-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-21-2

Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet:
An Oracle Card Set

First published in 1923, The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran has been read by millions, in over a 
hundred languages. Its truth is a lovingly welcome home, without boundary, pretence or 
condition. With thanks to the Gibran National Committee for The Gibran Museum, Toni 
Carmine Salerno is honoured to present 42 of Gibran’s transcendent paintings together with 
his bestselling work to inspire love, balance and creativity.

42 cards and 136-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-61-8

ORACLE CARDS

The Zen of Animals 
PAMELA MATTHEWS

This deck draws on the oneness of creation and works with the symbolism, quirks and 
strengths of 36 animals to prompt insight and clarity. While we can identify with some more 
than others, all the beings of Mother Earth share our stardust origins. We can trace our 
evolution back to the same spark as the bee, the dolphin, and the elephant. Other creatures 
are linked to us through myth and imagination. They all have wisdom for us. 

We hold the aspects of the natural world within us. Choose a card with intention to evoke its 
energies and awaken the power of Horse, the luck of Dragon, the determination of Camel or 
the wise patience of Owl. For a daily message, shuffle and select a card or use one of the card 
layouts to answer your questions. The guidebook provides meaning and reminders to further 
your interpretations along with zen quotes to expand your awareness of the unity of life. 

“Each species has a gift to give, A lesson to be learned, In stillness you may come to know 
Wisdom you have earned.”

Faery Temple Oracle
SUZY CHERUB
Artwork by Christine Karron

Wisdom and Wonder to Empower Your Faery Spirit

With a sprinkle of possibility, a shimmer of starshine and a whisper of wonder, faery magic is 
ready to ripple through your world, clearing pathways, releasing limitation and imbuing your 
heart with clarity, purpose and understanding. 

Earthy, visionary and resourceful, the faeries are wise and fearless companions. This gorgeous 
44-card set is a portal into their enchanting world of inspiration, insight and delight. Seek 
answers and discover a sanctuary where wisdom is packaged with joy, love and fortuitous 
opportunity. The spirited imagery and salient messages from faery sages will help you work 
with the elements to attract blessings, synchronicity and fulfilment in all realms of your life.

“Faery Temple Oracle is a mystical wonderland for anyone seeking true guidance, heart healing 
and a rewilding to the quest of authenticity.” — Suzy Cherub

44 cards and 120-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-648746-87-4

36 cards and 56-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-648746-85-0
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Magickal Messages from  
the Mermaids
LUCY CAVENDISH 

DIVE INTO MAGICK, HEALING, AND EMPOWERMENT! 

Mermaids are here to help you reconnect with your wild sensuality, celebrate your strengths, and 
harness the wisdom of your emotions. Overflowing with the freedom and cleansing energy of the 
oceans, this enchanting 55-card deck from bestselling author Lucy Cavendish will bring the treasure, 
beauty, and guidance of the mermaids directly into your life. Receive loving messages from the wise 
ones of the deep and fill every day with joy, comfort, and insight. 

 55 message cards plus instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

 ISBN: 978-1-925538-79-3

Dragon Magick
LUCY CAVENDISH 

Dragons are wise, strong, protective beings, whose guidance was sought after for thousands of years. 
Now they are here to enter into a deep and lasting friendship with you! 

Bestselling author Lucy Cavendish brings you 55 messages from the dragon realm that will shift 
energies, clear your path, and inspire you to fly high! Reclaim your connection to lunar dragons, star 
dragons, and the powerful cleansing energy of dragon fire, and let the presence of these mighty allies 
help you rise above the mundane to access their wisdom, empowerment and delights. 

 55 message cards plus instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

 ISBN 978-1-925538-92-2 

Oracle of the Hidden Worlds
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Gilbert Williams

Beyond this world, just out of sight, lie wondrous realms you may have glimpsed, imagined, 
remembered or visited in dreams. These other worlds exist behind the veils, to protect and preserve 
their knowledge and energies. They are slowly revealing themselves, allowing themselves to be 
experienced and discovered, remembered and restored. Enter the visionary artwork of Gilbert 
Williams and embark on a marvellous journey into secret spaces and magickal places with 
bestselling author Lucy Cavendish as your personal guide.

44 cards and 132-page guidebook set, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-66-3

ORACLE CARDS Lucy Cavendish 

Secrets of the Witch
LUCY CAVENDISH 

You have your very own Witch to help you! 

Imagine you could ask one of the wisest, kindest, most ancient beings that ever existed for advice, 
every day. With this delightful 55-card deck by the Witch and bestselling author Lucy Cavendish, 
you can do just that. Simply tune in, and ask the Witch for her insight and guidance – and with a 
wave of her wand, a puff of smoke from her cauldron, and a swish of her magickal broomstick, you’ll 
receive the message you need to hear! 

 55 message cards plus instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

 ISBN 978-1-925538-95-3

Faery Whispers
LUCY CAVENDISH 

I do believe in faeries! I do, I do! Faeries are delightful, loving nature spirits and they wish 
to connect with you! Open your very own doorway into Faerylande with this charming 55-
card deck from bestselling author Lucy Cavendish. Filled with wild and wise Faerie magick, 
every message is healing, energising, inspiring and will help you to believe! Welcome  the  
faeries,  discover  their  secrets  and  be  ready  to  create  an  enchanted  life  full  of  purpose,  
enjoyment and innocent wonder. The faeries want all this for you. They do, they do!

 55 message cards plus instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN 978-1-925538-94-6

Because I Love Myself
LUCY CAVENDISH 

If you truly lived from a place of self-love, how would your world change? 

Experience the inspirational and healing power of self-love with these beautiful, 
compassionate cards from bestselling author Lucy Cavendish. This 55-card deck offers 
practical support for creating kindness, respect, joy and comfort from within. Featuring 
dedicated devotionals and soul-affirming messages, every card is here to awaken, strengthen 
and celebrate your love for you. 

 55 message cards plus instruction card,
packaged in a hardcover box.

 ISBN 978-1-925538-93-9 
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Foxfire: The Kitsune Oracle
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Meredith Dillman

You are about to enter a magickal realm, a secret world of cherry blossom trees, gingko plants 
that talk, dragons that create the day and the night, and elves that guard the sacred groves. In 
this enchanted land, there exists the most ancient of powers – Foxfire. And the guardians of 
Foxfire are the remarkable Kitsune.

45 cards and 144-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-45-8

Alice: The Wonderland Oracle
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

Journey down the rabbit hole and find the Wonderland within
Prepare to meet the best-loved characters of Wonderland, including the Cheshire Cat, the 
White Rabbit and the Mad Hatter, all captured in stunning paintings by acclaimed artist 
Jasmine Becket-Griffith. Beautifully written by beloved author and witch Lucy Cavendish, 
this rich and imaginative deck is destined to become a true collector’s item. 

45 cards and 132-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-35-9

Faery Blessing Cards
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Amy Brown

Faeries are ancient, powerful elementals with many blessings and gifts to offer. Once, the 
faeries and the humans were allies, united in our love for and protection of the planet. Today, 
many have lost this connection — and with it, the blessings of the faeries. This deck embodies 
the faeries’ intention to reweave and reconstruct that relationship for the good of us all and 
the good of this planet. Receive faery treasure with every card — a priceless gift to ignite your 
intuition, restore your bonds to the natural world and inspire you on your true life path.

45 cards and 124-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-59-5

ORACLE CARDS Lucy Cavendish ORACLE CARDS Lucy Cavendish 

Les Vampires
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

A stunning deck designed for those facing difficult decisions, upheaval in relationships or 
wishing to move away from draining careers, situations or people. Vampiric energies have 
often been feared and reviled, but today, the amazing creatures of Les Vampires are proving to 
be allies from the most mysterious of realms, helping many humans through their own dark 
night of the soul. Full of wise guidance, ancient teachings, proven methods of protection, 
comforting advice and provocative challenges to our flawed perceptions, Les Vampires offers a 
pathway through the darkest, most troubled times. 

44 cards and 136-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-16-1

The Faery Forest
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Maxine Gadd

Lucy Cavendish leads you to the path of the Green World, where the beings of the Faery 
Forest can offer you their insights, revelations and natural, wild wisdoms. Discover 
Goddesses, Gods, Faeries, Witches, Wise Ones and Wyzards; powerful, trustworthy ancients 
and allies devoted to nurturing the wisdom that lies deep within your heart, your ancestry, 
your soul. The Faery Forest is a feast for anyone seeking genuine guidance, healing, and a 
reconnection to the path of beauty, magick, truth and enchantment.

45 cards and 136-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-88-8

The Faerytale Oracle
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

Grounded in the epic tradition and timeless wisdom of faerytales, this oracle reveals the meanings 
and lessons behind stories like The Little Match Girl, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella and Hansel and 
Gretel. This magickal deck will introduce you to undiscovered gems, unearthing tales of unsurpassed 
imagination to advise, inspire and delight you. Every beautiful card offers trustworthy, compassionate 
and uplifting guidance to help you navigate life’s every peril, every promise, every enchantment. The 
Faerytale Oracle teams the glory and wonder of the world’s most beloved faerytales with stunningly 
accurate messages, bringing you an oracle of outstanding depth and beauty.

44 cards and 184-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-94-9
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Oracle of the Mermaids
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Selina Fenech

Open your Heart…  Hear their song… Heal your love life….
Loving, adventurous, kind and daring, Mermaids can teach you ways to heal your past, love 
yourself more deeply, live authentically, embrace your creativity, and find your life purpose. 
When you connect with your Mermaids, you tap into the vast reservoir of the Feminine 
Divine, which in turn enhances your ability to draw love into your life, raise your self-esteem, 
create sensual bliss and glow with health and attractive vitality. 

46 cards and 176-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-03-1

Oracle of the Shapeshifters
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

These mystical allies will lend you their courage, point out new paths, help you make fresh 
discoveries, spark your creativity, inspire you with encouragement and teach you to develop 
abilities to adapt and change not only for survival – but in order to thrive and find peace, 
joy, accomplishment and satisfaction in a changing world. With a 164-page guidebook 
which reveals the history, legends, lore and magick of the Shapeshifters, including practical 
spreads for accurate readings, and stunning artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith, Oracle of the 
Shapeshifters is truly a unique and empowering deck. 

45 cards and 164-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-980871-93-7

Oracle of Shadows & Light
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

Within the Oracle of Shadows & Light, you will be greeted by honest, delightful, fascinating 
beings, from guardian angels to protective faeries, wise little witches and sweet ghosts. 
Quirky, haunting and shadowy-sweet, these tell-it-like-it-is magickal messengers of shadows 
and light will deliver authentic, clear and straightforward guidance to help you make 
decisions every day. By connecting with these wonderful beings, you will develop your 
courage, your intuition, your happiness, and your belief in your own true self.

45 cards and 136-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9807406-1-5

Oracle of the Dragonfae
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by various artists

This deck is a dimensional portal to allow the Dragonfae to return to our realm, and deliver 
their powerful messages of love, healing and protection for a new generation of magickal 
beings. When we connect with the Dragonfae, we reconnect with the lost parts of ourselves, 
allowing us to fully explore the gift of life on this beautiful planet. They help us to access 
knowledge from deep within and reconnect us with the knowingness that we are all one.

Magickal Spellcards
LUCY CAVENDISH 

These spells are enchanted, loving exercises, sacred prayers-in-action to guide, support and 
activate your innate magickal powers. The result can be a more authentic, prosperous and 
blissful life. Respected witch and internationally bestselling author Lucy Cavendish has cast 
and crafted magickal spells for over 30 years. Now, in this classic deck, she shares some of her 
most effective and trusted spells. 

ORACLE CARDS Lucy Cavendish

43 cards and 164-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9803983-4-2

45 cards and 152-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-15-1

Wild Wisdom of the Faery Oracle
LUCY CAVENDISH 
Artwork by Selina Fenech

Wild Wisdom of the Faery Oracle is your doorway into the magickal realm of the Faery. Each 
gloriously illustrated card is brimming with secrets, messages, insights and guidance directly 
from the most helpful and wise of nature’s guardians, delivering clear messages and direct 
and loving guidance. Easy to read, yet deep, mystical and rich, this set includes an in-depth 
guidebook revealing the secret lore of the Faery realm as well as clear lessons on how to 
connect, create and nurture deep relationships with your own Faery guardians and allies.

47 cards and 176-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-37-6
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Ask An Angel Oracle Cards
CARISA MELLADO
Artwork by Toni Carmine Salerno

With Ask an Angel Oracle Cards you can meet and commune with a host of safe and 
welcoming guides for higher insight, practical direction and loving counsel. This 42-card 
set invites you into a peaceful space of love and light through the celestial artwork of Toni 
Carmine Salerno. The 124-page guidebook includes instructions on how to use the cards, 
information on 28 angels and visionary card interpretations so you can receive spiritually 
conscious answers from your heavenly messengers. Now you can Ask an Angel for in-depth 
readings, self-awareness and greater guidance.

42 cards and 124-guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9757683-2-7
Peace Oracle
TONI CARMINE SALERNO & LEELA J. WILLIAMS

Beautiful, thoughtful and lovingly crafted, this oracle from Toni Carmine Salerno and Leela 
J. Williams will inspire, support and strengthen you on the journey to calm, compassion 
and confidence. The sublime images and insightful messages offer practical advice, higher 
guidance and affirmations to help you cultivate peace in your heart, your head and your 
home so that serenity can blossom into all areas of your life. Begin to live your peace today ...

Wisdom of the Golden Path
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
Artwork by Yuehui Tang

These cards and accompanying guidebook provide clarity and practical guidance for many of 
life’s challenging issues. The messages along with the breathtaking artwork will help you rise 
above your problems and allow you to see things from a higher perspective. The guidebook 
clearly explains and illustrates how to receive guidance about the present and future and how 
to give and receive accurate readings. Wisdom of the Golden Path will set you on a journey of 
positive transformation that will empower you and help you rediscover your authentic self.

ORACLE CARDS Toni Carmine Salerno

Sacred Earth Oracle
TONI CARMINE SALERNO & LEELA J. WILLIAMS
Artwork by Helena Nelson-Reed

Commune with the timeless wisdom and wonder of Mother Earth for practical and spiritual 
guidance. The illuminating vision of Toni Carmine Salerno, the applied philosophy of Leela 
J. Williams, and the archetypal imagery of Helena Nelson-Reed combine to take you on a 
remarkable journey of self-discovery to the greatest destination of all – our Sacred Earth.

45 cards and 72-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-28-1

45 cards and 76-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9871651-5-2

45 cards and 120-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-30-4

ORACLE CARDS Toni Carmine Salerno

Namaste Blessing & Divination Cards
TONI CARMINE SALERNO 

Namaste is an ancient Sanskrit blessing, greeting and salutation. It means: ‘I honour the 
spirit in you which is also in me.’ It is a simple yet powerful acknowledgement that we are 
ultimately one in spirit. The radiant artwork and inspiring messages of this deck are designed 
to bring the energy and intention of this Namaste blessing into your everyday life. Draw a 
card and be guided to a space of peace and clarity within you.

44 cards packaged in a 
hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-67-3

Gaia Oracle
TONI CARMINE SALERNO 

Far back in time, light from the underlying fabric of creation burst forth creating the super-
luminous event through which our Universe was born. Time began its endless journey 
through ever-expanding space. The early Universe was simply a sea of particles floating 
through space and time. But life’s invisible wheels were already in motion and over time 
the sea of particles became a sea of stars from which Gaia, our Earth, was born; a living, 
breathing entity; our Goddess, our Mother and our reflection. Gaia Oracle will point you in 
love’s direction and help you find the answers you seek.

45 cards and 88-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9803983-7-3

2ND EDITION
42 cards and 124-page guidebook, 

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-53-3
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Eternal Light 
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
55 Guidance Cards For All That You  Are

Your timeless self is waiting to connect with you.

You are never alone. You are guided, much loved and far more 
than your physical being. You are a multidimensional channel 
of love, light and creativity. The same magical force that flows 
through all creation streams through you. Feel its vibrance and be 
welcomed into peace and protection as you breathe, ease into this 
moment and choose a card. Be guided by the voice of your wise, 
eternal soul for direction, inspiration and gentle reminders for a 
blessed tomorrow. 

ORACLE CARDS Toni Carmine Salerno

Messenger Oracle
RAVYNNE PHELAN 
Ninth Anniversary Edition

There was a time when we humans could see and feel the Divine within each other and all around 
us. We were one with nature and moved in harmony with the seasons and cycles of life. These 
cards are infused with the magic of ancient dragons, elemental fae, mystical trees and their wild 
animal kin to guide us to our true selves and help us reconnect with and express our ancient bond 
with nature and spirit. To celebrate this ninth-anniversary edition, author and artist Ravynne 
Phelan has revisited the images and the design and added five gorgeous new cards to make 
communing with the messengers even more meaningful.

55 cards and 76-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-6487467-3-7

ORACLE CARDS

The Hero’s Journey Dream Oracle
KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN
Artwork by Rassouli

Since time immemorial, the hero’s journey has been taken by wizards, goddesses, sages, and 
ordinary people, and whether you realize or not, you are taking it right now. You have been 
called from your everyday world, to quest for change, for knowledge, for peace, for strength. 
You may have already crossed the threshold, discovered treasure, or be on the way home, 
changed, empowered and ready to share your wisdom. Wherever you are in your journey, the 
52 cards of this unique deck are your willing, supportive and trustworthy companions.

52 cards and 152-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-48-9

Precious Gems Oracle
MAXINE GADD

Welcome to an exquisite, delicate and powerful realm where the magic and wisdom of 
gemstones come to life. Discover the face of Amethyst, look Emerald in the eye, and delight in 
the reflective splendour of Moonstone personified. Renowned and beloved artist, Maxine Gadd 
has fused the wonder of her Imaginarium with the world of gemstones to create an oracle that 
flawlessly unites practical, earth-based guidance with blessings and higher knowledge.

40 cards and 100-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-51-9

55 message cards plus instruction card, packaged in a hardcover box.
Card size: 4.5 cm x 10 cm.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-01-8

Angels, Gods &
Goddesses

ISBN: 978-0-957914-96-4

Universal Wisdom 
Oracle Cards 

ISBN: 978-0-957914-91-9

Lovers Oracle
45 Heart-Shaped
Guidance Cards 

ISBN: 978-0-980555-03-5

Guardian Angel Cards
Loving Messages from the Angels 

Heart-Shaped Cards
 ISBN: 978-0-957914-97-1

Healing Angel Cards
Loving Guidance from

the Angels 
ISBN: 978-0-980398-36-6

Heart & Soul Cards
Oracle Cards for Love, Life & 

Transformation
Heart-Shaped Cards

ISBN: 978-0-980871-94-4
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Sacred Geometry 
Activations Oracle
LON

Discover the language of your soul.
Quantum artist LON has created 44 Activations that encourage your analytical mind to 
step aside so you can enter the domain of the subconscious and the soul, and connect to the 
quantum field—the space of infinite potential. Working with these cards on a daily basis will 
help you to think outside the box, create a deeper sense of peace in your life, and become a 
powerful conscious creator.

The Native Heart Healing Oracle
MELANIE WARE
42 Sacred Mandalas for Raising your Vibration

The Native Heart Healing Oracle is a mandala-based ascension tool for spiritual healing. Each 
of the 42 mandalas is a template of highly evolved universal energy – a unique and powerful 
combination of sacred geometry, ancient codes and elemental keys. The cards are an elixir for 
the soul, brought forth to grace you with the sacred understanding that, with guidance, you 
can rise to become the divine healer ... the beautiful infinite soul that you are.

44 cards and 160-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-32-8

42 cards and 96-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-22-9

Sacred Geometry of Relationships
LON 

Quantum artist LON has created 44 Activations that will support your understanding of 
many powerful concepts that are at the core of all relationships. The sacred geometry of her 
imagery allows your conscious mind to step out of the way so that new energetic connections 
can be made on a subconscious level. Paired with six distinctive card draws, powerful 
“I am . . .” affirmations, and in-depth descriptions, your mind will embrace a different way of 
thinking and invite new ideas about the relationships in your life.

44 cards plus extra Freedom Card 
and 176-page guidebook,

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-74-8

ORACLE CARDS

Myths & Mermaids 
Oracle of the Water
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH with Amber Logan & Kachina Mickeletto

Mermaids, sprites, nymphs, and more — their wisdom and insight have been collected within 
this oracle to help us comprehend and embrace the enigmatic dichotomy that is water. Myths 
& Mermaids features the artwork of world-renowned artist Jasmine Becket-Griffith, paired 
with a guidebook channelling the wisdom, advice, and poignant poetry of Jasmine’s two 
sisters, Amber Logan and Kachina Mickeletto. 

The Secret Language of
Colour Cards
INNA SEGAL

The Secret Language of Colour Cards are your key to unlocking the extraordinary healing power 
of colour. Combining tips and information on colours with powerful healing processes and 
affirmations, this vibrant and powerful card set by bestselling author Inna Segal is a tool you can 
use daily to receive inspired messages of guidance from the Universe and to restore your body to 
its natural state of health and harmony. Featuring 45 stunning cards, each infused with its unique 
healing vibration, and an accompanying guidebook, The Secret Language of Colour Cards will 
assist you in adding more colour, creativity, joy, peace and balance to all areas of your life.

44 cards and 120-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-34-5

45 cards and 84-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-0-9807406-0-8

Oracle of the Unicorns
CORDELIA FRANCESCA BRABBS
Enter an Enchanted Realm of Magic and Miracles

The most enchanting of mystical creatures, unicorns are a symbol of miracles, purity and magic. 
Delve into their wondrous realm to reawaken your intuitive abilities, innate wisdom, unique 
gifts, extraordinary courage and divine potential. The unicorn guides are here to help you 
discover the magic that lies within you. They wish for you to become a more conscious creator 
of your reality, harnessing the infinite power of the Universe to conjure miracles and move 
mountains. Experience greater joy, love, peace and prosperity by welcoming unicorn energy 
into your world.

44 cards and 84-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-06-9
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The Halloween Oracle
STACEY DEMARCO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

During Samhain, the ancient Celtic festival from which Halloween originates, the veil 
between this world and the next was believed to be at its thinnest and so Halloween has 
been an occasion for effective and potent divination – a chance to connect with ‘the other 
side’ or get a glimpse into your future. Now you can harness the eerie power of Halloween 
every night of year, encountering black cats, vampires, zombies, witches, werewolves, jack-
o’-lanterns, skeletons, mummies and characters from the Mexican Day of the Dead tradition 
including Lady de los Muertos, exquisite candy skulls and more!

The Gospel of Aradia
STACEY DEMARCO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

Through this exquisitely illustrated deck, you will walk hand in hand, heart to heart with Aradia, and 
be guided into the rich sacred world of her Gospel. Aradia’s truth, compassion and ancient wisdom 
have the power to transform our greatest fears into love, and our most worrying obstacles into 
opportunities for growth and joy. Step into the world of stregoneria – the ancient Italian witchcraft 
tradition – and connect with those who have danced under the moonlight with flowers in their hair 
and risked everything to remain true to themselves. Let your wild, divine self out to play! 

36 cards and 80-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-32-1

34 cards and 112-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-91-8
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Viking Oracle
STACEY DEMARCO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

Combining the symbolism and divinatory significance of the 25 Nordic runes with a further 
20 Viking-themed cards, Viking Oracle is a powerful and comprehensive tool for insight 
and guidance from the Norse tradition. This deck offers a portal back through time into the 
intriguing culture of ancient Viking society – moving beyond stereotypes of warriors and 
raiders and delving into the extraordinary Norse mythos and the intricate and powerful belief 
systems of this ancient people. 

45 cards and 124-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9872041-4-1

Gods and Titans
STACEY DEMARCO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

There was a time when Gods and Goddesses, the Masculine and Feminine Divine, co-existed 
equally and were honoured side by side. Yet with the passing of time this sacred union was 
lost. It’s now time to restore the balance! Featuring tried and tested invocations and spells as 
well as a full explanation of each God’s attributes and influence, this deck invites you to come 
back to a time when Gods really were Gods!

36 cards and 132-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9808719-2-0

Earth Power Oracle
STACEY DEMARCO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

Many of the places on this extraordinary planet hold an energy that goes far beyond their physical 
beauty to stir within us the most powerful feelings of awe and wonder. At the very heart of this 
stirring is the remembrance of an ancient time when humankind was intricately connected and in 
tune with the power of the Earth. Earth Power Oracle reconnects us with that reality, transmitting 
the energy of 41 of the most deeply moving sacred places on the globe, capturing the essence of 
each one so that we may experience its unique beauty and profound insights.

41 cards and 128-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-17-8

ORACLE CARDS Stacey Demarco

Goddesses and Sirens
STACEY DEMARCO 
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

There was a time when Goddesses and Gods, the Feminine and Masculine Divine, were the 
two halves of a creative whole and were honoured deeply in that way. Yet, with the coming of 
new religions, the Feminine Divine became feared, disrespected and almost lost to the world. 
Again, She rises! Featuring beautiful yet practical spells and original invocations as well as a 
full explanation of each Goddess’ history and influence, this deck invites you to rediscover 
the oldest energy, that of the Feminine.

38 cards and 152-page guidebook,
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-0-9808719-5-1
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Liquid Crystal Oracle
JUSTIN MOIKEHA ASAR 
Return of the Atlantian Way for the Children of Light

Ancient and sacred knowledge is stirring. The crystal realm is ready to reunite with the 
profound and transformative essence within you. You’ve felt its call, now welcome its 
awakening. This powerful, life-changing crystal healing system offers a compendium of in-
depth insight, elemental associations, affirmations and frequencies that bring lost wisdom 
treasures to an enlightened tomorrow. Discover Atlantian spirituality, work with octahedrons 
of light and receive the keys to the crystalline world. Use this set to connect with the divine 
properties of 77 crystals for unity, wholeness, divination and ascension.

ORACLE CARDS 

Animal Voices
CHIP RICHARDS
Illustrated by Susan Farrell

Wisdom Cards for Kids 
Animal Voices connects kids with the unique messages from our planet’s most endangered 
species. They are calling to all of us now. If you listen closely they will share with you their 
wisdom and teach you to walk in peace with all of creation. Listen to the whispered call of 
Animal Voices ... what message or gift is calling to you?

The Secret Language of Animals 
CHIP RICHARDS
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

There was a time when our ways were intimately woven with the pulse of the natural world.
The Secret Language of Animals is a doorway for reconnecting with the wisdom of nature 
through the messages of a handful of our planet’s most threatened species. By honouring 
the insight they bring to us, we deepen our connection to our own path and calling, while 
awakening our role in the preservation and balance of life. Now is the time.

31 cards and 100-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-09-3

SECOND EDITION
77 cards and 280-page guidebook,

packaged in a hardcover box.
ISBN: 978-1-922573-73-5

46 cards and 168-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-1-922161-08-6

ORACLE CARDS

Enchanted Blossoms 
Empowerment Oracle
CARLA MORROW

Drawing on memories of growing up in her family’s flower shop and inspired by The Language 
of Flowers, fantasy-artist Carla Morrow combines the ornate feel of Victorian-era illustration 
with her exquisite winged creations to deliver a whimsical deck full of insight and wonder. 
There are messages in the flowers. They go beyond words to convey hope, love, beauty, comfort, 
encouragement and more. The enchanted blossoms and their unique companions are ready to lift 
your spirits and help you discover the delights and positivity in your day-to-day life. The 44 cards 
and 108-page guidebook can be used for daily guidance, contemplation and inspiration. What 
messages do they hold for you?

44 cards and 108-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-62-5

Eternal Crystals Oracle Cards
JADE-SKY

ISBN: 978-1-922161-86-4

Animal Dreaming Oracle Cards
SCOTT ALEXANDER KING

ISBN: 978-0-9802865-3-3

Chakra Insight Oracle
CARYN SANGSTER

ISBN: 978-0-9871651-6-9

Dog Wisdom (New Edition)
TANYA GRAHAM

ISBN: 978-1-925538-70-0

Cat Wisdom (New Edition)
TANYA GRAHAM

ISBN: 978-1-925538-34-2
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Dreams of Gaia Tarot - 
Pocket Edition
RAVYNNE PHELAN
A Tarot for a New Era

Seek, feel, grow and heal. Strengthen your connection to your divine self, recognise when 
change is approaching and prepare to live to your fullest potential with this unique and 
powerful deck. Author and artist, Ravynne Phelan, combines the familiar structure of tarot 
with bold new archetypes, symbology and meanings for more intimate, insightful and relevant 
messages. Embark on a journey of undoing, being and becoming, and be inspired into 
tomorrow with this pocket edition of the award-winning Dreams of Gaia Tarot.

Dreams of Gaia Tarot
RAVYNNE PHELAN 
A Tarot for a New Era

The philosophy of the Dreams of Gaia Tarot is simple: to seek, to feel, to grow, to heal. This 
deck will strengthen your connection to your divine self, whilst helping you to identify and 
heal past experiences that hold you back from living to your fullest potential. By offering 
structure in the form of a major and minor arcana like that of past tarots, but combining 
them with bold new archetypes, symbology, and meanings more suited to the present, the 
Dreams of Gaia Tarot allows for a more personal, intimate, and effective system for using 
cards as a road map for navigating your life path.

Deluxe set, features 81 cards and 308-page
guidebook, packaged in a large hardcover box. 

ISBN: 978-1-922161-95-6

81 cards and 112-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

Card size: 8.5 x 12.9 cm
ISBN: 978-1-925538-63-2

The Tarot of Light
DENISE JARVIE
Artwork by Toni Carmine Salerno

STRONG OF MIND, TRUE OF SIGHT,  
WISE OF HEART, DIVINE OF SOUL. 

Tarot is a path of self-knowing that unveils the mysteries that lie before 
and within us. The divine and loving messages within The Tarot of 
Light offer a balanced view of past, present and future, so your readings 
bring illumination, learning, insight, and direction for a brighter, 
lighter tomorrow. 

Set includes 78 cards and a comprehensive 120-page guidebook with 
correspondences, spreads, meanings and more. 
• Expand your awareness of the energies at play in your life. 
• Open yourself to the wonder and possibilities that exist for you. 
• Based on the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot. 
• Suitable for experienced readers and those new to the art of tarot. 

Denise Jarvie brings a contemporary approach to traditional tarot 
that features seventy-eight of Toni Carmine Salerno’s most enchanting 
artworks. The suits of the minor arcana have become Angels (Swords), 
Hearts (Cups), Stars (Wands), and Trees (Pentacles) to align with 
the themes that run through Toni’s work. Denise also revisits the 22 
cards of the major arcana, so they reflect modern-day archetypes. 
These cards hold divine and loving energy to encourage harmonious 
perceptions and help you manifest your hopes, dreams and desires.

Previously released as Art of Love Tarot 

78 cards and 120-page guidebook, 
packaged in a hardcover box.

978-0-6487467-2-0TAROT CARDS____________________________________________

For further information on any of these titles,
or for an up-to-date look at our most recent and forthcoming releases,

please visit our website at:

www.blueangelonline.com

TAROT CARDS

DREAMS OF GAIA TAROT
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Messages in the Numbers
The Universe is Talking to You 
ALANA FAIRCHILD

This book holds the key to decoding the secret messages in the numbers you notice around 
you – those repeating patterns on your phone, alarm, computer screen or the digital clock in 
your car, and even in significant dates, your house number or the number plates on the cars 
you drive past. 

In short, the Universe wants to help you! And one of the ways it does that is by sending you 
messages through numbers. These are messages that the Universe wants to get through to 
you –to help you grow and live a happier, more connected and fulfilling life. Are you ready 
to hear them? It’s easy! Let this super-practical guidebook help you interpret the messages in 
the numbers so you can receive the guidance that is meant for you.

Features simple guided meditative processes and sacred geometry images to help you 
connect energetically with each number’s vibration. 

The Kuan Yin Transmission™
Healing Guidance from our Universal Mother 
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Kuan Yin. Goddess Isis. Tara. Mother Mary. Kali. Our Universal Mother manifests in 
unlimited forms to meet the needs of all beings. She is endlessly resourceful and willing to 
assist us. No matter how many mistakes we make or how far we stray, she never abandons, 
judges or betrays us. She is our constant guide and guardian, our most-faithful friend and 
our unconditionally loving protector. She is reaching for you, now. You, her precious child, 
can receive her infinite grace and manifest your authentic soul path.

Begin your experience of The Kuan Yin Transmission™ through the insight, wisdom and 
inspirational stories of bestselling author Alana Fairchild. Complete with stunning full-
colour artwork, inspirational channelling and powerful healing processes to guide you into 
deeper conscious connection with the Universal Mother, this beautiful book unites Kuan Yin 
(Goddess of Compassion), Tara (Ancient Star Mother), Kali (fierce Black Madonna of India), 
Isis (winged Goddess of Magic and Soul Alchemy), Mother Mary (Madonna of Miracles), 
and more. Discover what it’s really like to live as a channel of the sacred feminine. Embrace 
your magnificent divine destiny.

Full-colour, hardcover book, 312 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-60-1

Paperback book, 232 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-21-5

ALANA FAIRCHILD

333 Oracle of Heart Wisdom
Readings with Alana Fairchild
ALANA FAIRCHILD

ANSWERS, WISDOM, GUIDANCE. 
AWARENESS, ASSURANCE, DIRECTION.

333 pathways of love, encouragement and strength are ready to flow from the Universe to 
the soul temple of your heart. Join acclaimed spiritual author and teacher Alana Fairchild 
in this powerful oracle book, as she taps into the master frequency of playful power, 
creative consciousness and sacred connection to deliver insightful messages, so you can 
remember and become the empowered visionary soul that you were born to be. Open your 
heart, ask your question, and turn the pages to your highest guidance with the 333 Oracle 
of Heart Wisdom.

11.11 Oracle
Answers to Uplift and Shift
ALANA FAIRCHILD

DECIPHER THE CODES. RECALIBRATE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS. 

Dial into your cosmic inner support system with this comprehensive reference to the 
numbers in your life.This unique resource of 1111 paradigm-shifting messages connects you 
to supportive insight and uplifting wisdom. Discover the sacred meaning of the numbers you 
encounter every day and access the love, guidance, reassurance and inspiration the Universe 
is sending you. Anytime you have a question, centre yourself in your heart, flip to a random 
page and read your answer.

Hardcover book, 320 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-89-2

Printed on premium 120 gsm
cream-coloured paper.

Hardcover book, 352 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-71-7 

Printed on premium 120 gsm
cream-coloured paper.

333
ORACLE OF HEART WISDOM

Readings with alana FaiRchild

Answers, Wisdom, Guidance.

Awareness, Assurance, Direction.

333 pathways of love, encouragement 
and strength are ready to flow from the 
Universe to the soul temple of your heart. 
Join acclaimed spiritual author and teacher 
Alana Fairchild in this powerful oracle 

book, as she taps into the master frequency of playful power, creative consciousness and 
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“When something is natural for you, especially if it 
has been that way since childhood, you can assume 
for a long time it is natural for everyone. It took 
me some years to realise my sensitivity, healing 
ability and natural conscious connection to the 
spiritual was unusual and could help people. Once 
I realised, I chose to create beautiful offerings to 
support humans in discovering and manifesting 
the truth of their hearts.” — Alana Fairchild

14
Be Guided by Your Wildness

Wildness has an instinct to it – an instinct for 
when to rest, trust, be cautious, be patient and 

allow things to take shape, and for when to take the initiative 
and act with bold confidence. This instinctive inner wildness is 
not bound by what you, or other people, may think or wish. It 
responds to what is and therein lies its genius. There is a truth 
to be acknowledged. That is not a cause for anxiety. There is a 
way to grow in wisdom through acknowledging this truth, and 
perhaps a simple step to take in response, also. You are more 
equipped to deal with the circumstances in your life than you 
realise. Give yourself a chance to demonstrate your competence. 
Also, remember that you don’t need to anticipate how things are 
going to work out in the long term. Deal with what is now and 
keep your heart optimistically open to what shall eventually be.

15
Invite the Universe to Your 
Party

There is a childlike innocence and wonder that 
dwells within you, no matter what your age may be. That open, 
curious part of your being teaches you that you haven’t got it 
all figured out, and that is a good thing. Whilst planning can be 
helpful, one does well to leave enough space for the Universe to 
step in and realign our direction and focus in order to accomplish 
a superior outcome. Be like the child, open and curious, even 
excited, to be dazzled by the Universe evoking something 
wonderful in your life. Through your optimistic attitude you 
invite the Universe to demonstrate its extraordinary ability to 
weave everything together perfectly, surprisingly and generously. 

222
Velvet Queen

This oracle speaks of a shift from a belief of 
scarcity to one of prosperity where one can receive 

precious gifts with an open attitude of ease, neither holding on 
to them out of fear nor pushing them away out of shame or 
guilt. The significance of the Velvet Queen is that she heralds an 
inflow of abundance into your life. She also indicates that a rare 
accomplishment is within reach, through a combination of your 
own efforts and spiritual grace. You cannot make the sweetest 
fruit at the top of the tree grow any faster. That is in the realm 
of the rhythm of life. However, you can certainly do your part to 
foster its growth and your own strength, so that you are ready to 
climb the tree at the opportune moment. And when you’re given a 
helping hand to navigate the trickier moments of your ascent, you 
can choose to accept it. Your success can benefit many. Embrace it. 

264
Welcome Relief

Consciously choosing to surrender one’s concerns 
and to genuinely ask a higher wisdom to provide 

the way for a resolution, brings tremendous relief, relaxation 
and peace. To not have to have all the answers, or always be 
in control, and for everything to still work out in your world – 
even in better ways than you could have imagined – engenders 
trust. If you are feeling betrayed, frightened or confused, then 
remember that although the mind is powerful, it needs regular 
and compassionate reminders that it is not privy to the workings 
of the entire Universe. Nor does it need to be, for your affairs 
to work out wonderfully. This oracle says that the intricate 
workings of a higher plan are at play in your life, even now. 

265
You are Not Crazy to Trust 
the Universe

Higher will – which has loving evolution as its key 
purpose – is always at work. However, there may be times in our lives when 
this will seem very hard to believe. You may know intellectually that the 
Universe loves you and is always helping you, though emotionally you 
may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged by what is happening in your 
life and wish it was other than the way it is. What is happening now is 
that you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. We may not 
enjoy every phase of the process and we may not be sure what it is that 
we are supposed to be learning. If you stay with the process, however, 
all of that changes. There will be times when even the most faithful of 
us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe. Maybe we feel as 
though we are deluding ourselves. Then healing comes. Suffering goes. 
Faith is affirmed. We may find it easier to trust next time. You may be a 
little crazy (in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.

The key purpose of higher will is loving evolution 
— but there are times when this is hard to believe. Intellectually, 
you may know the Universe loves you and is always helping 
you. Emotionally, you may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged 
by what is happening and wish life was other than it is. Right 
now, you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. 
We may not enjoy every phase of the process, and we may not 
be sure what it is we are supposed to be learning, but when 
we stay with the process, all of that changes. Even the most 
faithful of us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe, 
at times. We may feel as though we are deluding ourselves. 
Then healing comes, suffering goes, and faith is affirmed. 
It may be easier to trust next time. You may be a little crazy 
(in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.

265
You are Not Crazy to Trust 
the Universe

Higher will – which has loving evolution as its key 
purpose – is always at work. However, there may be times in our lives when 
this will seem very hard to believe. You may know intellectually that the 
Universe loves you and is always helping you, though emotionally you 
may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged by what is happening in your 
life and wish it was other than the way it is. What is happening now is 
that you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. We may not 
enjoy every phase of the process and we may not be sure what it is that 
we are supposed to be learning. If you stay with the process, however, 
all of that changes. There will be times when even the most faithful of 
us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe. Maybe we feel as 
though we are deluding ourselves. Then healing comes. Suffering goes. 
Faith is affirmed. We may find it easier to trust next time. You may be a 
little crazy (in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.
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“When something is natural for you, especially if it 
has been that way since childhood, you can assume 
for a long time it is natural for everyone. It took 
me some years to realise my sensitivity, healing 
ability and natural conscious connection to the 
spiritual was unusual and could help people. Once 
I realised, I chose to create beautiful offerings to 
support humans in discovering and manifesting 
the truth of their hearts.” — Alana Fairchild

14
Be Guided by Your Wildness

Wildness has an instinct to it – an instinct for 
when to rest, trust, be cautious, be patient and 

allow things to take shape, and for when to take the initiative 
and act with bold confidence. This instinctive inner wildness is 
not bound by what you, or other people, may think or wish. It 
responds to what is and therein lies its genius. There is a truth 
to be acknowledged. That is not a cause for anxiety. There is a 
way to grow in wisdom through acknowledging this truth, and 
perhaps a simple step to take in response, also. You are more 
equipped to deal with the circumstances in your life than you 
realise. Give yourself a chance to demonstrate your competence. 
Also, remember that you don’t need to anticipate how things are 
going to work out in the long term. Deal with what is now and 
keep your heart optimistically open to what shall eventually be.

15
Invite the Universe to Your 
Party

There is a childlike innocence and wonder that 
dwells within you, no matter what your age may be. That open, 
curious part of your being teaches you that you haven’t got it 
all figured out, and that is a good thing. Whilst planning can be 
helpful, one does well to leave enough space for the Universe to 
step in and realign our direction and focus in order to accomplish 
a superior outcome. Be like the child, open and curious, even 
excited, to be dazzled by the Universe evoking something 
wonderful in your life. Through your optimistic attitude you 
invite the Universe to demonstrate its extraordinary ability to 
weave everything together perfectly, surprisingly and generously. 

222
Velvet Queen

This oracle speaks of a shift from a belief of 
scarcity to one of prosperity where one can receive 

precious gifts with an open attitude of ease, neither holding on 
to them out of fear nor pushing them away out of shame or 
guilt. The significance of the Velvet Queen is that she heralds an 
inflow of abundance into your life. She also indicates that a rare 
accomplishment is within reach, through a combination of your 
own efforts and spiritual grace. You cannot make the sweetest 
fruit at the top of the tree grow any faster. That is in the realm 
of the rhythm of life. However, you can certainly do your part to 
foster its growth and your own strength, so that you are ready to 
climb the tree at the opportune moment. And when you’re given a 
helping hand to navigate the trickier moments of your ascent, you 
can choose to accept it. Your success can benefit many. Embrace it. 

264
Welcome Relief

Consciously choosing to surrender one’s concerns 
and to genuinely ask a higher wisdom to provide 

the way for a resolution, brings tremendous relief, relaxation 
and peace. To not have to have all the answers, or always be 
in control, and for everything to still work out in your world – 
even in better ways than you could have imagined – engenders 
trust. If you are feeling betrayed, frightened or confused, then 
remember that although the mind is powerful, it needs regular 
and compassionate reminders that it is not privy to the workings 
of the entire Universe. Nor does it need to be, for your affairs 
to work out wonderfully. This oracle says that the intricate 
workings of a higher plan are at play in your life, even now. 

265
You are Not Crazy to Trust 
the Universe

Higher will – which has loving evolution as its key 
purpose – is always at work. However, there may be times in our lives when 
this will seem very hard to believe. You may know intellectually that the 
Universe loves you and is always helping you, though emotionally you 
may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged by what is happening in your 
life and wish it was other than the way it is. What is happening now is 
that you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. We may not 
enjoy every phase of the process and we may not be sure what it is that 
we are supposed to be learning. If you stay with the process, however, 
all of that changes. There will be times when even the most faithful of 
us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe. Maybe we feel as 
though we are deluding ourselves. Then healing comes. Suffering goes. 
Faith is affirmed. We may find it easier to trust next time. You may be a 
little crazy (in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.

The key purpose of higher will is loving evolution 
— but there are times when this is hard to believe. Intellectually, 
you may know the Universe loves you and is always helping 
you. Emotionally, you may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged 
by what is happening and wish life was other than it is. Right 
now, you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. 
We may not enjoy every phase of the process, and we may not 
be sure what it is we are supposed to be learning, but when 
we stay with the process, all of that changes. Even the most 
faithful of us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe, 
at times. We may feel as though we are deluding ourselves. 
Then healing comes, suffering goes, and faith is affirmed. 
It may be easier to trust next time. You may be a little crazy 
(in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.

265
You are Not Crazy to Trust 
the Universe

Higher will – which has loving evolution as its key 
purpose – is always at work. However, there may be times in our lives when 
this will seem very hard to believe. You may know intellectually that the 
Universe loves you and is always helping you, though emotionally you 
may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged by what is happening in your 
life and wish it was other than the way it is. What is happening now is 
that you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. We may not 
enjoy every phase of the process and we may not be sure what it is that 
we are supposed to be learning. If you stay with the process, however, 
all of that changes. There will be times when even the most faithful of 
us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe. Maybe we feel as 
though we are deluding ourselves. Then healing comes. Suffering goes. 
Faith is affirmed. We may find it easier to trust next time. You may be a 
little crazy (in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.
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“When something is natural for you, especially if it 
has been that way since childhood, you can assume 
for a long time it is natural for everyone. It took 
me some years to realise my sensitivity, healing 
ability and natural conscious connection to the 
spiritual was unusual and could help people. Once 
I realised, I chose to create beautiful offerings to 
support humans in discovering and manifesting 
the truth of their hearts.” — Alana Fairchild

14
Be Guided by Your Wildness

Wildness has an instinct to it – an instinct for 
when to rest, trust, be cautious, be patient and 

allow things to take shape, and for when to take the initiative 
and act with bold confidence. This instinctive inner wildness is 
not bound by what you, or other people, may think or wish. It 
responds to what is and therein lies its genius. There is a truth 
to be acknowledged. That is not a cause for anxiety. There is a 
way to grow in wisdom through acknowledging this truth, and 
perhaps a simple step to take in response, also. You are more 
equipped to deal with the circumstances in your life than you 
realise. Give yourself a chance to demonstrate your competence. 
Also, remember that you don’t need to anticipate how things are 
going to work out in the long term. Deal with what is now and 
keep your heart optimistically open to what shall eventually be.

15
Invite the Universe to Your 
Party

There is a childlike innocence and wonder that 
dwells within you, no matter what your age may be. That open, 
curious part of your being teaches you that you haven’t got it 
all figured out, and that is a good thing. Whilst planning can be 
helpful, one does well to leave enough space for the Universe to 
step in and realign our direction and focus in order to accomplish 
a superior outcome. Be like the child, open and curious, even 
excited, to be dazzled by the Universe evoking something 
wonderful in your life. Through your optimistic attitude you 
invite the Universe to demonstrate its extraordinary ability to 
weave everything together perfectly, surprisingly and generously. 

222
Velvet Queen

This oracle speaks of a shift from a belief of 
scarcity to one of prosperity where one can receive 

precious gifts with an open attitude of ease, neither holding on 
to them out of fear nor pushing them away out of shame or 
guilt. The significance of the Velvet Queen is that she heralds an 
inflow of abundance into your life. She also indicates that a rare 
accomplishment is within reach, through a combination of your 
own efforts and spiritual grace. You cannot make the sweetest 
fruit at the top of the tree grow any faster. That is in the realm 
of the rhythm of life. However, you can certainly do your part to 
foster its growth and your own strength, so that you are ready to 
climb the tree at the opportune moment. And when you’re given a 
helping hand to navigate the trickier moments of your ascent, you 
can choose to accept it. Your success can benefit many. Embrace it. 

264
Welcome Relief

Consciously choosing to surrender one’s concerns 
and to genuinely ask a higher wisdom to provide 

the way for a resolution, brings tremendous relief, relaxation 
and peace. To not have to have all the answers, or always be 
in control, and for everything to still work out in your world – 
even in better ways than you could have imagined – engenders 
trust. If you are feeling betrayed, frightened or confused, then 
remember that although the mind is powerful, it needs regular 
and compassionate reminders that it is not privy to the workings 
of the entire Universe. Nor does it need to be, for your affairs 
to work out wonderfully. This oracle says that the intricate 
workings of a higher plan are at play in your life, even now. 

265
You are Not Crazy to Trust 
the Universe

Higher will – which has loving evolution as its key 
purpose – is always at work. However, there may be times in our lives when 
this will seem very hard to believe. You may know intellectually that the 
Universe loves you and is always helping you, though emotionally you 
may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged by what is happening in your 
life and wish it was other than the way it is. What is happening now is 
that you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. We may not 
enjoy every phase of the process and we may not be sure what it is that 
we are supposed to be learning. If you stay with the process, however, 
all of that changes. There will be times when even the most faithful of 
us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe. Maybe we feel as 
though we are deluding ourselves. Then healing comes. Suffering goes. 
Faith is affirmed. We may find it easier to trust next time. You may be a 
little crazy (in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.

The key purpose of higher will is loving evolution 
— but there are times when this is hard to believe. Intellectually, 
you may know the Universe loves you and is always helping 
you. Emotionally, you may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged 
by what is happening and wish life was other than it is. Right 
now, you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. 
We may not enjoy every phase of the process, and we may not 
be sure what it is we are supposed to be learning, but when 
we stay with the process, all of that changes. Even the most 
faithful of us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe, 
at times. We may feel as though we are deluding ourselves. 
Then healing comes, suffering goes, and faith is affirmed. 
It may be easier to trust next time. You may be a little crazy 
(in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.

265
You are Not Crazy to Trust 
the Universe

Higher will – which has loving evolution as its key 
purpose – is always at work. However, there may be times in our lives when 
this will seem very hard to believe. You may know intellectually that the 
Universe loves you and is always helping you, though emotionally you 
may feel insecure, uncertain or challenged by what is happening in your 
life and wish it was other than the way it is. What is happening now is 
that you are growing. Sometimes growth entails suffering. We may not 
enjoy every phase of the process and we may not be sure what it is that 
we are supposed to be learning. If you stay with the process, however, 
all of that changes. There will be times when even the most faithful of 
us wonder if we are foolish to trust in the Universe. Maybe we feel as 
though we are deluding ourselves. Then healing comes. Suffering goes. 
Faith is affirmed. We may find it easier to trust next time. You may be a 
little crazy (in a good way). But you are not crazy to trust the Universe.
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The Universe blesses a new venture, project 
or chapter in my life.10

11

12

13

I upgrade my beliefs, attitudes and expectations to 
a higher frequency, thus evoking a positive shift 

in myself and the reality I am co-creating.

I open my heart to new connections, 
partnerships and ways of relating that 
honour individuality and mutuality.

I reach out playfully, creatively and authentically to 
engage with new communities.

I ground my plans and visions into reality 
with conscious action.14

15

16

17

My inspired actions set change in motion and 
lead me toward breakthrough and freedom.

My actions are wisest when they are in 
harmony with my heart.

I honour my intuition by acting on its guidance.

I claim my empowerment by recognising 
I am responsible for and free to make my 
own decisions.

18

19

20

21

I align my actions to Spirit and surrender my 
attachment to outcome.

I accept divine blessing, healing and 
protection for all relationships, according to 
a higher loving purpose.

I balance intimacy, connection and independence.

I co-create through sacred partnerships based 
on mutual enhancement, affinity and trust.22

23

24

25

Together, we generate the energy and 
inspiration to create positive resources 

which benefit the collective.

The Universe supports me as I manifest the 
divine beauty of my true life path.

My relationships generate powerful change 
and provide opportunities for inner healing 

and soul growth.

As I express my creativity, there is an 
increase of clarity, healing and practical 
blessings in my life.

My creative expression reaches many people 
and brings light into this world.34 38

35 39

36 40

37 41

I attract new avenues for healing change and 
manifestation through creative expression.

My creativity and self-expression support the 
release of old energies with grace and healing.

My heart opens and attracts the blessings of 
the Universe.

There is always a loving, divine order at 
work for the greater good. 

I naturally generate healing energy. I embrace the new phase that is now 
awakening in my life.

BOOKS ALANA FAIRCHILD

BOOKS____________________________________________
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for the stars. This unique and powerful approach to crystal healing connects you with loving stellar 

beings and the precious stones that embody and enhance their transformational energy. Alana grounds 
the teachings with relevant and practical examples and the healing processes help you harness the 
therapeutic potential of each stone and form a bond with the stars so you can receive their wisdom 
and blessings. Aligned with the 11.11 frequency, your celestial guides will help you shift personal 
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Comprehensive and easy to reference with 18 full-colour  
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Paperback book, 328 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-76-2
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WITH THE STELLAR LIGHT CODES

Alana Fairchild is the creator of books, oracle
decks, music albums, guided meditations, training

programs and more. She is a bestselling author who
teaches and mentors internationally. Her titles include
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Copyright © 2020 Alana Fairchild
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BOOKS ALANA FAIRCHILD BOOKS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Crystal Angels 444
Healing with Divine Energy
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Receive spiritual guidance relevant to your life as you explore a unique approach to crystal 
healing. Learn about the spiritual properties of eighteen crystals and connect with divine 
energy channelled from angelic beings such as Bat Kol and Archangels Raphael, Gabriel and 
Metatron. These loving energies heal the heart and soul so you can live with more peace, 
prosperity, passion and purpose. Harness the remarkable potential of crystals, deepen your 
connection with the angelic guidance supporting you and enrich your understanding of your 
unique soul path. Each chapter explores a powerful precious stone, its celestial companion 
and sacred processes for channelling these energies for healing and awakening. Delve into 
teachings on love, power, protection, eating and body image, self-esteem, addiction, balance 
and prosperity to embrace your truth, heal emotionally, develop soul talents and much more. 
You have important healing work to do for yourself, which creates benefit for our planet.
 
Comprehensive and easy to reference with 18 full-colour crystal mandalas by soul artist 
Jane Marin.

Paperback book, 368 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-13-0

Paperback book, 384 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-18-5

Paperback book, 452 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-25-3

Crystal Masters 333
Initiation with the Divine Power of Heaven & Earth
ALANA FAIRCHILD

The Crystal Masters are here to guide and support you on the initiate’s path so you can 
awaken your intuitive talents and bring your divine light to the world. The advanced soul 
journey can be challenging, but you can unlock the incredible rewards it offers with this 
unique and powerful approach to crystal healing. Each chapter reveals the transformative 
properties of a precious stone and its heavenly angel with teachings and anecdotes from 
Alana’s life and work. The healing processes will help you harness the therapeutic potential of 
each stone and connect with the Ascended Masters so you can directly receive their wisdom 
and blessings. Discover the healing nature of eighteen crystals, the higher guidance of their 
angels and the loving messages of the Ascended Masters, including Mother Mary, Kuan Yin, 
Jesus, the Buddha, Mary Magdalene and Merlin. You have important healing work to do on 
yourself and for the planet.
 
Comprehensive and easy to reference with 18 full-colour crystal mandalas by soul artist 
Jane Marin.

Crystal Goddesses 888
Living the Sacred Feminine
ALANA FAIRCHILD

When you manifest from the depths of your awakening heart, you are not bending the 
world to your will, but co-creating with life itself – and all beings can gain spiritual benefit. 
Bringing your visions to fulfilment is healing and transformative for you, our human 
collective, and our planet. This book is your guide to manifesting, wildly and wisely, with 
compassion, surrender, and trust in divine love. Whether you are new to this or have been 
on your conscious path for years, you’ll find a wealth of treasure here. Be nurtured by Tara, 
know your self-worth with Lakshmi, work with the divine defiance of Ishtar, and embody the 
sensuality, sacred rage and freedom of Bastet, Sekhmet and Rhiannon. Wise spiritual guides 
from the realms of crystals and goddesses are ready to help you manifest from strength, 
wholeness and limitless possibility. Are you ready? 

Comprehensive and easy to reference with 18 full-colour crystal mandalas by soul artist 
Jane Marin.
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55 Keys
Tips, Tricks & Tidbits for Living a 

Happy & Successful Life
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Living your best life feels good for your body, 
your mind and most especially, your heart. Your 

heart is smart. It knows what you need to become 
happier in life. Your heart has the answers for 
every question and knows how to guide you 

towards success and fulfilment. You just need to 
listen. You can use the messages in this book to 

have a conversation with your own heart, tapping 
into the wisdom, courage and power within you. 
These fifty-five tips, tricks and tidbits are morsels 
of wisdom to nourish you for the journey, from 
your head to your heart, into your happiest  and 

most successful life.

100 pages, full-colour book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-54-3 

What To Do When You 
Don’t Know What To Do

44 Ways to be Calm & Clever When Life Gets Confusing
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Life can sometimes get confusing. Even with 
a positive attitude and a courageous heart, 

sometimes you will feel uncertain. How should 
you deal with the curveballs life throws your 

way? When life gets confusing and you feel like 
you are lost at sea, this helpful little book will 

be your life raft, keeping you afloat, guiding you 
back to dry land. Just take a deep breath, relax 

and open the book randomly at a page. You’ll get 
your answer. And you’ll know what to do. 

100 pages, full-colour book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-55-0 

BOOKS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Paperback, 280 pages.
New Edition –

Revised & expanded.

ISBN: 978-0-9805550-6-6

Wisdom of the Vampires
LUCY CAVENDISH

Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

An Oracle Book of Ancient Wisdom from 
the Children of the Night

ISBN: 978-1-922161-29-1

Wisdom of the Shapeshifters
LUCY CAVENDISH

Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

An Oracle Book of Mystic Familiars for Times 
of Transformation & Change

ISBN: 978-1-922161-28-4

Wisdom of Shadows & Light
LUCY CAVENDISH

Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

An Oracle Book of Wisdom for Misfits,
Mystics, Seekers and Wanderers

ISBN: 978-1-922161-27-7

GIFT BOOKS 100-page full-colour books with padded hardcovers.

The Lost Lands
A Magickal History of Lemuria, Atlantis & Avalon
LUCY CAVENDISH

Are you ready to take the most magickal journey of them all?

“Atlantis ... Lemuria ... Avalon ... Their names chime throughout legend. Many say these lands 
are the stuff of myth. Let me now tell you that they existed, and exist still. Let me share with 
you their origins, their secrets, their mysteries and their wisdom. They tell me they have been 
too-long hidden from you ... and that the time to remember who you truly are is NOW.”

In this daring book, Lucy Cavendish invites you to shed your doubts and join her on a 
wondrous soul pilgrimage, travelling through time and space to the planet’s most mysterious 
and powerful lands, psychic societies and secret spiritual communities.

Share the fire dances and the water worship of the shapeshifting tribes of Lemuria, learn the 
secrets that lay deep beneath the crystal temples of sophisticated Atlantis, and feel the deep 
green peace as you speak the language of trees in the Priestess and Druid groves of Avalon. 
As you uncover the secrets of each Lost Land, you will remember your connection to its 
ancient magicks, lessons and mysteries, awaken your life’s purpose, and discover past life 
lessons of great power and import.

Featuring stunning cartography and extensive interviews, The Lost Lands includes: In-depth 
quizzes on determining which Land you most resonate with; amazing new discoveries on the 
associations between dolphins, whales, mermaids, elementals and ascended masters; Lost Land 
sacred sites, ley lines and energy vortexes and stunning new insights into our own galactic 
origins. With its clear guidance and fascinating lessons on connecting with the unique energy 
and powerful beings of each realm, The Lost Lands is both an inspiring, otherworldy adventure 
and a magickal handbook for every evolutionary soul in these times of profound change.

This new deluxe edition features a bonus chapter offering some new perspectives on the 
Healing Temples of Atlantis and the Sacred Priestesses who played such an important role in 
this lost civilisation.

BOOKS LUCY CAVENDISH

The 3 Cs
Chaos, Crisis, Confusion — Your Invitation to a New Life
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Chaos, crisis and confusion in your life are not a sign that you are doing something 
wrong. You aren’t being punished. You haven’t made a terrible mistake. They are signs 
that a new life is calling you. Once you know how, you can step through chaos, crisis 
and confusion, into your destiny.

It’s easy to hear the voice of fear every day – in newspapers, on the television, in our 
own heads. Often it is the loudest voice, telling us to be careful, that things are just 
going to go from bad to worse, and we’d better watch out. Yet a voice being loud is not 
the same thing as a voice being truthful. There is a more realistic and helpful voice 
within you and it isn’t afraid. It speaks to you every day from deep within. Beneath 
chaos, crisis and confusion, it encourages you. It tells you there is a way through the 
struggle and it guides you there. This is the voice of your destiny. It wants to help you 
let go of what isn’t working in your life, to step beyond your fear and doubt, and live a 
better life.

220 pages, paperback book. ISBN: 978-1-922161-90-1
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Magickal Faerytales
An Enchanted Collection of Retold Tales
LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

Beware! For witches, wolves and wonders lie within!

Once upon a time, wolves charmed red-cloaked witches 
from the path, obsidian mirrors advised immortal 
queens, and an abandoned brother and sister called 
upon the ancestors to overcome an evil encountered in 
the dark heart of the forest. 

Did you ever wonder about the real magick in 
faerytales? Long, long ago, faerytales were spirit-stories, 
tales of mystery, initiation and transformation, and they 
were not meant only for children. In this collection 
of retold faerytales, Lucy Cavendish has re-imagined 
eleven classics, restoring to them their pagan wisdom, 
so that every story bubbles over with spells, potions, 
hexes, faeries, and all manner of magickal beings. She 
has also included one bewitching original. Boys grow 
antlers, enchanted horses talk from beyond the afterlife, 
mermaid mothers call to their daughters, alchemy 
allows a psychic girl to spin straw into gold, spindles 
curse, and witches good and witches malevolent do 
battle within these spellbinding pages.

Featuring faerytale-inspired spells, fascinating histories 
and the spine-tingling secrets behind the stories, this 
collaboration between Lucy Cavendish and Jasmine 
Becket-Griffith is a thrillingly witchy twist on some the 
world’s most beloved tales.

272 pages, hardcover book
ISBN: 978-1-925538-72-4

BOOKS LUCY CAVENDISH

Advanced Tarot 
An in-depth guide to practical & intuitive tarot reading 

PAUL FENTON-SMITH 

This in-depth study of the tarot explores the symbolism, meanings and interpretation of all 78 cards of the tarot alongside 
anecdotes and insights drawn from decades of reading and teaching experience.

Enhance your knowledge of traditional meanings with intuitive impressions for clear, supportive and insightful readings. 
Understand the reading process, word questions for more accurate readings and answer Yes/No questions with confidence.

This comprehensive 556-page exploration of the tarot includes tips on reading under pressure, setting boundaries, distant 
readings and cleansing between clients.

• Upright and reversed meanings for general, career, relationship and health questions for every single card
• Essential questions menu       • Range of go-to layouts

• Sample interpretations       • Quick reference charts and correspondences
• Full-colour images from the Rider-Waite Tarot

A one-stop resource for tarot newbies and those wanting to take their readings to a professional level. Renowned author 
and teacher, Paul Fenton-Smith has over 40 years’ experience and is the founder of the Academy of Psychic Sciences 
in Sydney. Whether reading for clients, teaching or conveying his knowledge through his books, Paul’s insightful and 

practical approach brings clear benefits to people’s everyday lives.

556 pages, paperbook book. Includes full-colour images from the Rider-Waite Tarot. 
ISBN:  978-0-648746-82-9

BOOKS
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The Secret Language of Your Body
The Essential Guide to Health & Wellness

INNA SEGAL

Revised, expanded and updated edition

The essential reference guide for traditional and alternative health practitioners, and anyone interested 
in the inner workings of their body, self-healing and wellbeing.

In this newly revised, expanded and updated edition of her bestselling book, author Inna Segal unveils 
the secrets to understanding the messages of your body and reveals the underlying mental, emotional 
and energetic causes of physical symptoms and medical conditions. This powerful handbook delves 
deeply into the possible reasons for health issues in all areas of your body. Inna offers a unique, step-
by-step method to assist in returning your body to its natural state of health. By encouraging you to 
connect with your innate healing intelligence and calling on your body’s in-built ability to heal itself, 

Inna gently guides you on a journey of life-changing transformation and empowerment where you will:

– Heal the emotional, mental and energetic cause of physical ailments
– Use easy, quick, practical exercises to heal your organs

– Learn the secret language of disease and powerful processes for healing
– Understand and release limiting thoughts and emotions

– Discover how to use colour to heal your life
– Uncover and apply the messages your body has to teach you

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS EDITION?
– Powerful and intensified healing processes to restore your body to health and wellness.

– Total of 360 ailments now covered with over 140 new medical conditions added to the ‘Secret 
Language of Physical Ailments’ section.

– Expanded ‘Secret Language of your Body’ chapter with additional body parts.
– More information on the mental, emotional and energetic causes of illness and disease in different 

parts of the body.
– Specific colours and emotions to work with to address and help heal physical problems.

– Further insight into Inna Segal’s personal battle with back pain, anxiety and the skin condition 
psoriases, and how she was able to overcome her challenges using the techniques in this book.

256 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-0-9802865-5-7

Inner Light
An Oracle Book of Guidance & Affirmations

TONI CARMINE SALERNO

Within each of us exists a powerful light. That very same light is in every blade 
of grass, every tree, throughout the streams and oceans of our beautiful planet. 
It is in the air, the sunlight, the stars, earth and sky, and even exists within 
darkness. This inner light can be felt, but not seen; powerfully experienced, but 
not understood by the rational mind. It guides us, offering hope and comfort, 
if we only trust and have faith, and open our hearts to it.

This book will encourage you to look within and feel your connection to this 
eternal inner light – your true nature.

100 pages, full-colour book with padded hard-cover. ISBN: 978-1-922161-43-7

The Sacred Heart of Trees
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

The Sacred Heart of Trees is filled with beautiful imagery and poetic messages 
by internationally acclaimed artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno. One of 
the guiding principles in Toni’s work is that everything is essentially energy; 
an intelligent creative energy that connects us all spiritually. You can feel 
this energy flow through his depiction of trees – always amazingly beautiful, 
soulful and full of character, these trees are alive, they breathe, they are wise 
and loving; they are like old friends. This book can be used as an oracle by 
opening it randomly at any page and allowing the image and message to flow 
into your heart. May it help you to view life from a higher spiritual perspective, 
and strengthen your connection to your own creative spirit, which is unlimited 
and transcends both time and space.

100 pages, full-colour book with padded hard-cover. ISBN: 978-1-922161-40-6

Wisdom of Gaia
Guidance & Affirmations from the Earth Mother

TONI CARMINE SALERNO

Far back in time, light from the underlying fabric of creation burst forth 
creating the super-luminous event through which our Universe was born. 
Time began its endless journey through ever-expanding space. The early 
universe was simply a sea of particles floating through space and time. But 
life’s invisible wheels were already in motion and over time the sea of particles 
became a sea of stars from which Gaia, our Earth, was born; a living, breathing 
entity; our Goddess, our Mother and our reflection. This book will point you 
in love’s direction and help you find the answers you seek.

100 pages, full-colour book with padded hard-cover. ISBN: 978-1-922161-30-7
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Strangeling:
The Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH

For the past 20 years, fantasy artist Jasmine Becket-Griffith has captivated a worldwide 
audience with her imaginative acrylic paintings. Exploring realms of sparkling whimsy and 
gothic melancholy, her original characters evoke an emotional response with their large 
luminous eyes.

This volume contains a comprehensive compilation of fine colour reproductions of Jasmine’s 
paintings and serves as a true treasure for long-time collectors as well as being a very 
accessible introduction for new fans. 

In addition to detailed personal insights from the artist, the artworks are supplemented 
with the poetry and short stories of Amber Logan and Kachina Glenn – the artist’s sisters – 
illuminating the histories behind some of Jasmine’s most beloved characters.

Forever Strange
The Big-Eyed Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH

For the past two decades, fantasy artist Jasmine Becket-Griffith has entranced a 
worldwide audience with her pop-surrealist acrylic paintings. Exploring themes of 
magic, mystery, and historical reference, infused with gothic melancholy, her original 
characters always evoke a sense of wonder and visceral human connection with their 
trademark large expressive eyes.

This volume is an expansive monograph of full color fine art reproductions of Jasmine’s 
recent paintings, and serves as an heirloom tome for lifelong collectors, while at the 
same time providing an exciting introduction to new fans. 

Featuring background descriptions and artistic insights from Jasmine herself, the 
artworks are also accompanied by the poetry and short stories of Amber Logan and 
Kachina Mickeletto – the artist’s sisters – and author Matthew David Becket, revealing 
the inspiration behind some of the artist’s most well-loved images.

184-page, full-colour book 
with padded hardcover.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-38-0

112-page, full-colour book, 
gold gilt edging, padded hardcover.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-02-4

BOOKS

Goddesses & Gods: 
Embrace the Power

STACEY DEMARCO
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

100 pages, full-colour gift book with padded hardcover.
 ISBN: 978-1-922161-42-0

Messengers 
An Oracle Book for Reconnecting

with the Magic of the Universe
RAVYNNE PHELAN

100 pages, full-colour gift book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-45-1 

Spirit Signs 
Understanding Signs in your Everyday Life

JADE-SKY
100 pages, full-colour gift book with padded hardcover.

ISBN: 978-1-922161-46-8 

Luminous Humanness
365 ways to Go, Grow & Glow to make this Your Best Year Yet 

KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN 

Alchemize your thinking, 
Vitalize your soul, 

Be the light in your life. 

Humans are habit makers, and our rituals are the foundation of our lives. The way we start our day can throw obstacles in our 
path or grease the wheels of our most luminous lives. Begin each day with brightening and enlightening insights and affirmations 

designed to lift your inner clouds and reveal your radiant self. 

Best-selling author and dream expert, Kelly Sullivan Walden, has created 365 insights to help you start every day the luminous 
way. Plug into your higher consciousness, up-level how you treat yourself and others, and remember who you are, why you’re 

here, and how to fulfill your covenant for being on the planet at this exceptional time. 

416 pages, hardcover book.
 ISBN: 978-0-6487468-1-2 
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Indigo Children  
& Cheeky Monkeys
Understanding & Celebrating the Uniqueness of Every Child

SCOTT ALEXANDER KING & DR RALPH BALLARD MBBS

Indigo Children & Cheeky Monkeys offers an in-depth profile of five different personality 
archetypes which can help parents, carers, healthcare professionals and teachers to bring 
out the best in all of our children. It outlines tangible strategies for supporting children, 
especially ‘difficult’ or ‘troubled’ kids, explaining the underlying reasons for their behaviour 
and providing real and effective approaches to nurturing them physically, emotionally and 
spiritually, incorporating wisdom from a range of spiritual and alternative health traditions.  
A comprehensive reference manual for understanding our kids and learning how to 
celebrate the uniqueness of every child.

Animal Dreaming
The Symbolic and Spiritual Language of the Australasian Animals

SCOTT ALEXANDER KING

Featuring an in-depth exploration of the Dreamtime and of Australia’s seasonal wheel of 
the year, as well as a guide to finding your own Australian animal totem, Animal Dreaming 
explores the spiritual and symbolic interpretations of over 200 native, domesticated and 
introduced animals, birds, reptiles and fish in Australia. Renowned author and acclaimed 
Animal Psychic, Scott Alexander King presents these animals to his readers as totems, 
teachers, healers and spiritual allies, offering a wealth of ancient knowledge and spiritual 
insight into the ways of the animals. 

Flutes in the Garden  
(Children’s Book)
A Story of Miracles and the Magic of Life
CHIP RICHARDS 
Illustrated by O.B. De Alessi

This is a story of the small miracles that are all around us, waiting for an invitation to come 
into our life!

BOOKS

288 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-0-9871651-4-5

336 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-0-9803983-0-4

336 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-00-0

68 pages, full-colour paperback book.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-36-9

Writing the Story Within
Becoming the Writer You Came Here to Be!

CHIP RICHARDS 

An empowering 9-part writing journey for transforming your ideas and experiences 
into magnetically engaging stories. Whether your vision is to write a novel, feature film, 
children’s book or travel blog, Writing the Story Within will help you move beyond self-
doubt, procrastination and judgment to clearly express your true creative voice.

- Discover a story form used by master storytellers through the ages from ancient Greece to 
modern cinema.

- Build a living structure for your story with both intimate connection and universal appeal.
- Create characters with real pulses that write themselves onto the page.
- Capture descriptions and dialogue that draw readers into your world.
- Cultivate a writing practice that brings you closer to your creative Source.
- Clearly express your creative visions on the page, the screen ... and beyond.

BOOKS

The Book of Creativity
Mastering Your Creative Power
RASSOULI

The ultimate guide to harnessing the vast well of creative potential within you.

Imagine creating something truly original without hesitation, conflict or doubt – simply free 
to express the extraordinary creative energy at the heart of your being and apply it to any area 
of your life that you want.

This book explores the very essence of your creativity: where it comes from, how to access it, 
why it’s so important. It’s an invitation to let go of preconceived notions and embark on your 
own personal journey to the very source of inspiration and creative power inside you; and to 
express your unique essence and originality in ways you are yet to imagine.

Hafiz: Wisdom of Madness
Selected Poems
TRANSLATED BY RASSOULI

Described as a literary wonder and a poet for poets, Hafiz has been lauded by Emerson, Goethe, 
Brahms and Nietzsche. Now, renowned artist and writer, Rassouli has dived heart first into the 
Divan of Hafiz to offer you fresh, careful and devoted translations so you can take your own 
journey into the Wisdom of Madness. The treasures of Hafiz will bless the reader for a lifetime.

118 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-66-6

204 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-64-9

260 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-38-3

Your Body and the Stars
The Zodiac as your Wellness Guide
STEPHANIE MARANGO M.D. & REBECCA GORDON

Working through the twelve zodiac signs and the body region each sign represents—from 
head (Aries) to toe (Pisces)—discover how to give your body the attention it deserves. This 
is the first comprehensive, self-directed holistic program that covers emotional and mental 
health along with the body. Identify your sun sign or a body region that needs care, and then 
draw on the zodiac’s wisdom for practical tips and illustrated exercises (based on a mix of yoga, 
stretch and strengthening movements, and Pilates) that deliver an effective result. Your Body 
and the Stars brings together medically trained, holistic physician Dr. Stephanie Marango and 
talented astrologist Rebecca Gordon, whose astrology columns appear on numerous websites 
and publications. 

226 pages, paperback book.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-05-2

Rumi Revealed
Selected Poems from the Divan of Shams
DIRECT TRANSLATIONS & MYSTICAL EXPRESSIONS BY RASSOULI

Rumi has been introduced to the western world primarily as a poet, but the scope of his 
creative power and the range of his vision shine far beyond the literary genre of poetry. Rumi 
was often in an exalted state when he shared the revelations of his poetic expression. Playing 
a sitar and singing and dancing his joy wherever he went, Rumi exhibited a tireless energy to 
proclaim the unlimited potential of the human being.

In Rumi Revealed, mystic artist and author Rassouli, who was raised as a Sufi, reveals the 
deeper essence of Rumi through his direct translations and visionary interpretations of Rumi’s 
ecstatic verses.
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ALANA FAIRCHILD

Crystal Mandala Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Jane Marin

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
This deluxe softcover journal features 220 pages of cream-

coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and 
unlined pages to accommodate all facets of your self-expression 
– you may like to write, doodle, paint or draw. Over 140 of the 

pages feature an inspirational quote or message and the journals 
also include 44 full-colour artwork reproductions to inspire your 

creative expression.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h) ISBN: 978-1-925538-49-6

Earth Warriors Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Isabel Bryna

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
Your Earth Warriors Journal is a place where you can be real with 

your soul. It is your safe space and an ally as you heal, connect, 
become inspired and take true and powerful steps on your unique 

life journey. Our planet and our human collective need your 
sacred fire. May this journal support you in igniting your purpose 

so you can fulfil your destiny as an Earth Warrior.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h) ISBN: 978-1-925538-50-2

Lightworker Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Artwork by Mario Duguay

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR  
ILLUSTRATIONS

Bring your light into the world and onto the pages of the 
Lightworker Journal. More than a notebook, the 220 pages are 
filled with inspiring messages and empowering guidance from 

Alana Fairchild and the glorious artwork of Mario Duguay. 
Here you will find a safe and sacred space to explore and 

express your connection with divine light, higher frequencies 
of consciousness, and your innate desire to serve and bring 

healing to the world.

This journal is designed to support your deeper awakening 
as you align yourself with meaning and purpose. Includes 

healing exercises to help you release, embrace, manifest and 
shift all that is needed as you progress on the lightworker’s 
way. Alana Fairchild is a multi-talented spiritual teacher 

and the bestselling author of numerous books, oracle decks, 
meditation CDs and more. With her guidance, journaling 

becomes a gentle process of self-celebration whereby you can 
unite with greater love, wisdom, awareness and harness the 

creative energy to bring your dreams and projects to life.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-37-3

Love Your Inner Goddess 
Journal

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Lisa Ferrante

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

The sacred wisdom and creative intelligence within every 
human heart knows how to manifest, heal, inspire and 
evolve. The Divine Feminine is the inner part of you 

that knows who you really are and how to become your 
whole self in this world. This journal is your cosmic 

cheerleader — a feisty minx of a guide to fulfilling your 
divine potential. The Sacred Feminine just wants to have 

fun … empowering you to break with convention and 
fly free as a unique wild child along the way. Love Your 

Inner Goddess Journal was created to help you tune in to 
the extraordinary resources you have within and to share 
them with the world in a way that sets your spirit alight.

This deluxe softcover journal features 220 pages features 
inspirational quotes, messages and 44 full-colour images 
from Alana’s gorgeous Love Your Inner Goddess Oracle. 
Includes lined and unlined pages to accommodate all 
facets of your self-expression. Healing and inspiration 

with divine beauty!

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-54-0

DELUXE JOURNALS ALANA FAIRCHILD

DELUXE
JOURNALS____________________________________________

Our deluxe softcover 220-page journals deliver guidance, support and inspiration on premium 
paper with lined and unlined pages alongside 44 full-page colour images. Draw, sketch, write 

and scribble your way to freeing and being your most wonderfully authentic self.
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Rumi Writing and
Creativity Journal

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Rassouli

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

When you are drawn to Rumi, you are being invited into 
a passionate love affair with the sacred, the Divine, the 

spiritual, and the earthly. In the mystical and poetic world 
of Rumi, there is no separation between life on earth and 

in heaven.

This deluxe illustrated journal features Rumi-inspired 
musings from bestselling author and renowned spiritual 
teacher, Alana Fairchild, as well as Rumi quotes expertly 

translated by Rassouli, whose full-colour artworks are 
interspersed throughout, infusing this book with vibrant 

energy. Rumi helps us to break through perceived 
obstacles into greater divine connection. You’re invited 
to deepen your journey with Rumi on the pages of this 
journal. Draw inspiration from this spiritual guide who 

can help you realise the divine love all around you.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-36-6

DELUXE JOURNALS ALANA FAIRCHILD

Kuan Yin Oracle Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Artwork by Zeng Hao

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

This deluxe illustrated book/journal by renowned 
spiritual teacher and bestselling author Alana Fairchild 
is your key to connecting and working with the energy 
of Kuan Yin, the beautiful sacred rebel of the East. A 

bodhisattva of the Tibetan tradition, Kuan Yin loves all 
of humanity and reaches out to offer healing, guidance, 
compassion and unconditional divine love to help every 

heart become free from fear and open to love. This 
oracle-journal is filled with the teachings of Kuan Yin to 
help you nurture your connection to this extraordinary 
Buddhist goddess. The 44 exquisite art reproductions of 
Zeng Hao interspersed throughout offer powerful visual 
depictions of Kuan Yin to help you tap into her sacred 

healing energy and explore her teachings through writing. 

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-17-5

Goddess Isis Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Artwork by Jimmy Manton

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

This deluxe illustrated book/journal by renowned 
spiritual teacher and bestselling author Alana Fairchild 
is your key to connecting and working with the energy 

of the great Egyptian Goddess Isis. Isis is the intelligence 
of the light that prevails during times of darkness. She 
teaches us about overcoming even the most impossible 

odds through love. Through the balance of surrender and 
dynamic energy, Isis empowers her heart and changes her 
world for the better. By devoting time to connecting with 
Isis’ energy through this journal filled with her teachings, 
you’ll bring balance and healing to the divine masculine 
and the divine feminine within, and experience greater 

peace, and a new-found sense of inner courage and 
enthusiasm for your life journey. 

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-16-8

Sacred Rebels Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Artwork by Autumn Skye Morrison

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

This deluxe book/journal by renowned spiritual teacher 
and bestselling author Alana Fairchild, featuring 44 

exquisite art reproductions by Autumn Skye Morrison, is 
for you – the Sacred Rebel. This is your place to be real. 
Enjoy being you, with all the intricacies and quirks that 
entails. There will never be anyone quite like you on this 
planet. Through Alana’s divinely inspired musings and 

teachings scattered through this book, you’ll be guided to 
express the true you authentically and to commit to your 

dreams and insights with purposeful, passionate action. As 
you explore your inner workings, you kick off a process of 
divine alchemy. As you dare to ask deeper questions, the 

healing genius of the Universe is revealed to you.

This journal includes five guided creativity and healing 
processes developed by Alana to help you trust in the 

Universe and divine timing, reclaim your power, unlock 
your creativity and unleash your wild divine beauty!

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-19-9

DELUXE JOURNALS ALANA FAIRCHILD
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 Mother Mary Oracle 
Journal and Book of Sacred 

Practices
ALANA FAIRCHILD 

Artwork by Shiloh Sophia McCloud

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

A divine mother to all hearts in need, Mary is our 
guardian, guide and sanctuary. She soothes, inspires, 

heals, and helps us find the grace, dignity, and gratitude 
needed to transform suffering into wisdom, so we can 

continue our journey with courage, confident of purpose, 
guaranteed our destiny. Develop a closer relationship 

with Mother Mary and experience her kindness, presence 
and protection with this unique journal. The beautiful 
spiritual practices include a silent sound healing, love 

alchemy for karmic clearing, asking for divine assistance 
and a sacred ritual for mourning loss and welcoming 

renewal. Inspired guidance, stunning imagery and plenty 
of space for your own reflections and outpourings make 
this journal a sacred space where you can connect and 

heal with our beloved lady. 

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

 ISBN: 978-0-6487467-7-5

Kali Journal
Sadhana for Sacred Introversion

ALANA FAIRCHILD
Artwork by Jimmy Manton

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

Welcome to the wild, gracious and transformational realm 
of the dark face of the Divine Mother. As a goddess of 
fierce protection and wild grace, Kali paves the way for 
freedom and fearlessness. We may feel oppressed and 

anxious, depressed and angry, or simply intrigued when 
we first meet Kali. We may be attracted to her ferocious 

imagery because we subconsciously recognise that Kali can 
understand us, and help us overthrow the impact of subtle 
or explicit violence on our lives. We come to Kali when our 
need for healing release and freedom is so great that we are 
willing to do whatever it takes to overcome it. We come to 
her when we are ready. At a soul level, she has called you.
Working with Kali is a powerful experience, and even her 

fiercest emanations have pure love and the highest wisdom 
at their core. She eradicates old patterns, leaving no trace. 

Whatever is transformed through Kali’s grace is a gift.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-0-6487467-5-1  

DELUXE JOURNALS ALANA FAIRCHILD

The Wild Divine
Ancient Goddess of Tibet Journal

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
Artwork by Wang Yiguang

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

Renowned spiritual teacher and bestselling author Alana 
Fairchild introduces us to a more wild, fiercely protective 
and compassionate side of Kuan Yin, the ancient goddess 
of Tibet in this book-journal dedicated to her powerful 

energy and teachings. Wild Kuan Yin urges you to follow 
her example, thwarting convention and daring to believe 

in a world where miracles take place. 

As you devote time to journaling with the Wild Kuan 
Yin, she will bestow you with the courage to break free 

from conditioning, stand apart from the crowd, have faith 
in your potential and claim your highest destiny. These 
writing & drawing pages are filled with guidance to lead 

you into the peace, grace and freedom offered by the Wild 
Kuan Yin. 

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-18-2

DELUXE JOURNALS

Creativity and Inspiration 
Journal 

AUTUMN SKYE

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

 There is no wrong way to make art, no rules, no limits. 
Only you know what makes your spirit sing, 

and only you can claim it for yourself.

 Autumn Skye invites you to make art, no matter how well 
or beautiful. Create as if your life and the world depend 

on it. And yet, not take it too seriously. Laugh at the petty 
judgments, dance with the lofty expectations, play and 
make a mess, retain a beginner’s mind, and know that 
you are divinely supported in your unique expression. 
The worst that can happen is that a piece of paper will 

never again be pristine white, but marred forever by your 
scribbles. The most that can happen is that you come 

alive. The creative spark in you will be stoked with every 
line and dot until an inspired fire rages in you so brightly 

that it ignites others around you. So, liberate yourself 
from an artless reality, and you might help save the world.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

 ISBN: 978-0-6487467-8-2 
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Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet
Writing & Creativity Journal

FEATURES 42 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS! 

First published in 1923, The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran is 
an enduring masterpiece that has been read by millions 

the world over. However, it was not Gibran’s prose, but his 
gift as an artist that drew the attention of his teachers and 

launched him into a world of myth, literature and creation. 
With thanks to the Gibran National Committee for The 

Gibran Museum, this journal brings together 42 of Gibran’s 
magnificent paintings with quotes from his bestselling 

work to inspire contemplation, love and creativity. Enter 
the wonder and wisdom of The Prophet as never before, 

and discover yourself and your world anew. 

Features 220 pages of cream-coloured premium quality 
paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages to 

accommodate all facets of your self-expression. Includes 42 
full-colour artwork reproductions by Kahlil Gibran with an 

introduction by Toni Carmine Salerno.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-58-8

 Kahlil Gibran
Contemplation & Creativity 

Journal

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

 This journal is a place you can savour and honour 
your inner world, in its entirety. And, to be inspired to 
authenticity. When we have only ourselves as a witness, 

honesty may be assumed, but it can take practice, 
examination and acceptance. So, be gentle and patient as 
you allow genuine expression to arise and spill forth on 

these pages. Sketches, poetry, memories, or whatever else 
you gift to each leaf, do so truthfully and without the desire 
to understand or be understood. For, Gibran tells us that to 

be understood, we must limit ourselves. 

The quotes in this journal are taken from The Madman 
(1918) and The Forerunner (1920). Both are collections of 
parables and poems that prompt and goad and welcome 

the reader to a fresh perspective. 

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, 

doodle, paint or draw.

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

 ISBN: 978-1-925538-78-6

DELUXE JOURNALS

Book of Shadows & Light
LUCY CAVENDISH
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A book of shadows and light is your own sacred journal. For hundreds of years, wise ones, 
magicians, witches and lightworkers of all kinds have kept personal journals in which they 
have recorded their soul-questing. Be it through meditation, inner exploration, mystic 
adventure, spiritual travels, magickal manifestation or blessed spellcrafting and casting, 
the uncovering of each individual enchanted path is full of unique wisdom. With your 
Book of Shadows & Light, you join these magickal practitioners in the quest to realise your 
soul’s energy as it is meant to manifest within the world. Through countless inspired quotes 
and musings, Lucy imparts her extraordinary experience and knowledge to assist you in 
connecting with your divine wisdom, self-knowledge and natural gifts of intuition. 

Faery: A Journal of Enchantment
LUCY CAVENDISH
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe illustrated journal is filled with wisdom and inspired musings and stories from 
renowned author and witch, Lucy Cavendish, to guide you on your own adventures into 
the most wondrous land of Faerie. Welcome to a faery ring, a magickal world between the 
worlds, your own enchanted journal. With every stroke of the pen, you will be opening the 
doors between the worlds. With every word you write, you will be welcomed deeper and 
deeper into the blessed realm of Faerie – a land of legend, of myth, of faraway stone circles, 
forests, and castles of ancient lands. Lucy has also collated many of her favourite poems and 
writings by creative beings past and present who have seen and believed in the magick of 
Faeries to enrich and enchant you. Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a 
combination of lined and unlined pages so you can write, doodle, paint or draw.

The Mermaid’s Mirror
LUCY CAVENDISH 
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A Journal for Reflection, Deep Healing & Emotional Freedom

This deluxe illustrated journal is full of renowned author and witch, Lucy Cavendish’s 
profound wisdom about the element of water and the energy of the mermaids. Through it, 
you can gaze deep into the magickal mirror of the mermaids, and truly begin to explore your 
feelings, understand your relationships, heal your memories and celebrate your happiness, 
freedom and purpose, all with the blessings of the beautiful mermaids. You’ll also find 
countless quotes from poets and dreamers, writers and explorers, all of whom have had 
mysterious contact or an inspirational connection with the mermaid. 

Hidden Worlds Journal
BY LUCY CAVENDISH
Artwork by Gilbert Williams

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Let this journal be your guide to other worlds. Let it become your dream diary, your place to 
record angel messages or speak to and encourage yourself to continue living fully, deeply and 
fearlessly. Here, you can ask the great questions. Ponder the purpose of life, who you are as a 
person, and who you are as a soul. Challenge reality and contemplate the soul-reason for the 
connections you make. Delve in, explore and revel in the exquisite freedom you have here! 
Let this journal be your friend, your mentor, and a confidante to whom you can entrust your 
secrets, your aspirations and the whole of your authentic, beautiful self.

268 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-12-0

268 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-13-7

268 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-14-4

DELUXE JOURNALS Lucy Cavendish

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-69-4
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Nature’s Whispers 
Writing & Creativity Journal
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Josephine Wall
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe journal is illustrated by renowned artist Josephine Wall. It features cream-
coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages so you can 
write, doodle, paint or draw. Inspired by the bestselling oracle deck of the same title, the 
Nature’s Whispers Writing and Creativity Journal features an introduction and a selection of 
inspirational nature-themed quotes by author Angela Hartfield. 

Jasmine Becket-Griffith: 
Writing & Creativity Journal
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe art-book-journal is illustrated by renowned fantasy artist Jasmine Becket-Griffith. 
It features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined 
pages so you can write, doodle, paint or draw. There are also 30 Jasmine Becket-Griffith line 
works for you to colour in, a selection of Jasmine’s favourite famous quotes, and 44 full-page 
colour artworks to inspire you and get your creative juices flowing!

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)  

 ISBN: 978-1-925538-04-5

220 pages, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-03-8

DELUXE JOURNALS

The Hero’s Journey 
Dream Journal
KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN
Artwork by Rassouli
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe softcover journal features 220 pages of cream-coloured premium quality paper, with 
a combination of lined and unlined pages to accommodate all facets of your self-expression – 
you may like to write, doodle, paint or draw. Over 140 of the pages feature an inspirational 
quote or message and the journals also include 44 full-colour artwork reproductions to inspire 
your creative expression.

Sacred Earth Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO & LEELA J. WILLIAMS
Artwork by Helena Nelson-Reed
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Our Sacred Earth is a healer, a teacher and a muse. Consciously connecting to this tremendous 
resource can awaken us to deeper truths and bring us closer to divinity. Just being in nature 
is enough to deepen our humility, gratitude and awe. Communing with our living planet can 
be transformative. For whatever the problem, somewhere in its vast history, our Sacred Earth 
has already solved it. Open your journal, and step outside of judgement, comparison and 
timetables. Go beyond who you understand yourself to be. Honour the seeker in you, step 
outside expectation and let go of constraint. Let inky rain pour over these pages. Let your 
expression flow in streams of consciousness. Let it come slowly. Let it deepen. Let it puddle, let 
it rage, let it trickle, let it flow…

220 page, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-56-4

220 page, deluxe paperback. 
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

 ISBN: 978-1-925538-68-7

Time for the Soul:  
Writing & Creativity Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ART REPRODUCTIONS

This deluxe illustrated journal is the latest offering by artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno. 
It is designed to be your sacred sanctuary; a private space to retreat to, collect your scattered 
thoughts, and explore and express your heart’s deepest desires and concerns. Each inspirational 
artwork, message and affirmation encourages you to look within to uncover more of your 
timeless true essence, creativity and wisdom.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages 
to accommodate all facets of your self-expression. 

Divine Mystery:  
Writing & Creativity Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ART REPRODUCTIONS

This deluxe illustrated journal is the latest offering by artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno. It is 
designed to be your sacred sanctuary; a private space to retreat to, collect your scattered thoughts, 
and explore and express your heart’s deepest desires and concerns. Each inspirational artwork, 
message and affirmation encourages you to look within to uncover more of your timeless true 
essence, creativity and wisdom.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages 
to accommodate all facets of your self-expression. 

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-41-0

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-44-1

DELUXE JOURNALS Toni Carmine Salerno

Loving Kindness:  
Writing & Creativity Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ART REPRODUCTIONS

This deluxe illustrated journal is the latest offering by artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno. 
It is designed to be your sacred sanctuary; a private space to retreat to, collect your scattered 
thoughts, and explore and express your heart’s deepest desires and concerns. Each inspirational 
artwork, message and affirmation encourages you to look within to uncover more of your 
timeless true essence, creativity and wisdom.

Features cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages 
to accommodate all facets of your self-expression. 

Angels
Writing, Healing  
& Creativity Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ART REPRODUCTIONS

This journal is intended to help you better connect with your higher self, the spiritual, true 
and timeless you. And to remind you that you are much more than this physical existence. It is 
my belief that you are a multidimensional being, full of life, light and creativity. The same life 
force that flows through you flows through all of creation. Therefore, you are one with all of 
life and never alone. In these pages, you will find a safe and quiet space to rest, where you can 
put aside your worries and concerns and express and explore your innermost feelings, hopes 
and dreams. 

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-42-7

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-0-6487467-6-8 
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Inner Reflections
TONI CARMINE SALERNO
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ART REPRODUCTIONS

This deluxe illustrated journal is the latest offering by artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno. It is 
designed to be your sacred sanctuary; a private space to retreat to, collect your scattered thoughts, 
and explore and express your heart’s deepest desires and concerns. Each inspirational artwork, 
message and affirmation encourages you to look within to uncover more of your timeless true 
essence, creativity and wisdom.

Features 220 pages of cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and 
unlined pages to accommodate all facets of your self-expression. Includes 44 full-colour artwork 
reproductions by Toni Carmine Salerno along with a soulful heartfelt introduction, affirmations, 
reflections and poems by this truly unique and inspirational artist.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-43-4

WRITING & CREATIVITY JOURNALS Toni Carmine Salerno

Created by artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno, these 
journals are designed to be a sacred space for you to plant the 
seeds of your future creations; a place to collect your scattered 
thoughts, and express your heart’s deepest desires or your 
greatest worries. They can be a mirror that reflects your unique 
brilliance and the light and essence of your soul.

These deluxe softcover journals feature 220 pages of cream-
coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined 
and unlined pages to accommodate all facets of your self-
expression – you may like to write, doodle, paint or draw. Over 
140 of the pages feature an inspirational quote or message and 
the journals also include 44 full-colour artwork reproductions 
by Toni Carmine Salerno to inspire your creative expression. 
The artist has also written an introduction about creativity and 
the importance of self-expression, as well as some suggested 
affirmations to guide you on your way.

Journal size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

Gratitude
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

ISBN: 978-1-922161-69-7 

Mindfulness
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

ISBN: 978-1-922161-70-3 

To The Wonder
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

ISBN: 978-1-922161-72-7 

Sacred Space
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

ISBN: 978-1-922161-71-0 

DELUXE JOURNALS

The Native Heart Healing Journal
MELANIE WARE
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe softcover journal features 220 pages of cream-coloured premium quality paper, with 
a combination of lined and unlined pages to accommodate all facets of your self-expression – 
you may like to write, doodle, paint or draw. Over 140 of the pages feature an inspirational 
quote or message and the journals also include 44 full-colour artwork reproductions to inspire 
your creative expression.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-57-1

Whispers of Lord Ganesha Journal
ANGELA HARTFIELD
Artwork by Ekaterina Golovanova
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe illustrated journal features Ganesha-inspired musings from bestselling author and 
spiritual teacher, Angela Hartfield, as well as quotes from renowned Hindu scriptures to help 
you to express your innermost thoughts, count your multitude of blessings and work on clearing 
any creative or emotional blocks that hold you back from fulfilling your true potential. Ekaterina 
Golovanova’s vibrant Ganesha artworks are interspersed throughout, offering a powerful way 
to connect with this spiritual guide’s jovial and uplifting energy. As you explore your journaling 
practice and nurture your connection with Lord Ganesha, may your love of self deepen and your 
confidence grow ever greater.

Portraits of Innocence Journal
LEELA J. WILLIAMS & ANA MARÍA BALESTRERI
Artwork by Dora Alis
FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Touch a dream to paper, pen a soul song, sketch the sky, trace a sigh, write yourself strong... 
 
This journal is a safe place where you can recall, retrace or reinvent days gone by, wonder at the 
mysteries before you, and simply be present. Breathe in the stunning artwork of Dora Alis, be 
transported to times, places and spaces, and feel the beat of other hearts as you connect to the 
wonder, vulnerability and honesty of innocence. Enfold yourself in warmth, love and protection 
as you release and explore all that you are, all that brought you to this moment, and all that you 
lovingly dream into being.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
 Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-39-7

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
 Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-77-9

How to Heal a Broken Heart
A journal for grieving, healing and working through loss.
AMBROSIA

So many things can break our hearts. Relationships break up. Friendships dissolve. Death can take 
a parent, a partner, a child. And, the loss breaks something in us. The only way out of heartache is 
to journey into and beyond it. Here, you have a safe place to explore and release the thoughts and 
feelings that can be hard to share with others. So, cry, sob, write, scribble and dance with it — until 
it is done.

With a space to acknowledge, feel and express the awful ache within, you can begin to find 
your path through the labyrinth of sorrow and start to heal your hope and restore your tender 
heart. This journal-style workbook includes guidance, prompts and imagery to help you move 
beyond the pain and confusion of loss. With text, paintings and scribbles by someone who’s been 
there and wants you to know, you are not alone.

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
 Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-0-648746-88-1
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DELUXE JOURNALS RAVYNNE PHELAN

Seek: Writing & Creativity Journal
RAVYNNE PHELAN 

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe artbook-journal is illustrated by renowned artist Ravynne Phelan. It features 
cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages so 
you can write, doodle, paint or draw. This journal draws on a powerful theme in Ravynne’s 
work – the Animal Messengers featured on its pages are there to encourage you to connect to 
your instinct and call on your animal guides to assist you as you express yourself creatively. 
44 of Ravynne’s best-loved animal artworks are interspersed throughout the book to inspire 
you and get your creative juices flowing!

I Am: Writing & Creativity Journal
RAVYNNE PHELAN 

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe artbook-journal is illustrated by renowned artist Ravynne Phelan. It features 
cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages so 
you can write, doodle, paint or draw. This journal draws on a powerful theme in Ravynne’s 
work – the Dragons featured in its pages will draw you into their mystical realms and guide 
you in your expression of your deepest thoughts and feelings in this journal. 44 of Ravynne’s 
best-loved dragon and ‘dragon-kin’ artworks are interspersed throughout the book to inspire 
you and get your creative juices flowing!

The Dreamer’s Story: Tarot Journal
RAVYNNE PHELAN 

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

This deluxe art-book-journal is illustrated by renowned artist Ravynne Phelan. It features 
cream-coloured premium quality paper, with a combination of lined and unlined pages 
so you can write, doodle, paint or draw. The Dreamer’s Story Journal is a sacred place to 
which you can retreat to explore your feelings, seek answers to your questions, observe your 
transformation over time and bring about inner healing. This journal features 44 of Ravynne’s 
artworks selected from her bestselling Dreams of Gaia Tarot.

Divinity
Writing & Creativity Journal
RAVYNNE PHELAN

FEATURES 44 FULL-PAGE COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

You are ever-evolving and changing. Like a tree from one season to the next, your branches 
lengthen, new ones form, and others wither and fall away. This journal is a place for you to 
explore your changing self. To climb, sit, and weave with your growth, honest about who you 
are and curious about all you are becoming. 

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-0-9872041-6-5

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-0-9872041-7-2

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-0-987204-19-6

220 pages, deluxe paperback.
Size: 18 cm (w) x 23.5 cm (h)

ISBN: 978-1-925538-82-3

Enchanted Fairies Coloring Book
JOSEPHINE WALL

Josephine Wall is one of the most popular and well-known fantasy artists of our time. Enchanted 
Fairies presents a collection of her most loved fairy artworks in a coloring book. Both budding 
and experienced coloring artists can delve into the intricate detail of Josephine’s exquisite 
paintings and connect with the magical worlds depicted in her art. Long-time fans will relish 
this opportunity to re-interpret Josephine’s best-known pieces, by coloring them with a palette 
all their own. Coloring addicts will delight in the endless potential of this artwork, so perfectly 
suited to line-work coloring. Each of the 45 coloring patterns features a short commentary 
by the artist which offer insights into the stories behind the original paintings to satisfy the 
curiosity of her many fans.

Premium 96-page coloring book with
150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-20-5

Sacred Earth
Mindfulness & Meditation Coloring Book
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

Intuitive artist and author Toni Carmine Salerno invites you to embark on a transcendental 
journey to the peaceful spaces inside you, escaping that constant stream of thoughts and 
concerns that life brings to our earthly existence. Coloring these images will help you keep 
your focus on the present moment, and tune into a clear loving space within your soul that is 
full of endless possibility and creativity.

Premium 96-page coloring book with
150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-0-9872041-0-3

COLORING BOOKS____________________________________________

For further information on any of these titles,
or for an up-to-date look at our most recent and forthcoming releases,

please visit our website at:

www.blueangelonline.com
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COLORING BOOKS Jasmine Becket-Griffith

Mermaids Coloring Book
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH

Delve into this latest Jasmine Becket-Griffith coloring book – her best-loved mermaid 
paintings are now available as line works for coloring!  Jasmine has selected 55 of her favorite 
mermaid works to create this aquatic art adventure for you to enjoy. You’ll find calming and 
contemplative scenes of natural beauty alongside thundering sea storms, mystical creatures 
and many, many mermaids!  Designed for coloring book fanatics both young and old, there 
are detailed intricacies for those who love to lose themselves in meditative detail, and there are 
broad patches and fun characters for those who like to take a simpler approach. Each coloring 
pattern features an enlightening description about the original painting it is based on, and the 
individual character depicted, to satisfy the curiosity of the artist’s many fans.

Premium 112-page coloring book
with 150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-23-6

Jasmine Becket-Griffith
Coloring Book

At last, Jasmine Becket-Griffith’s most loved paintings are now available as a coloring book! 
Jasmine has selected 55 of her favorite characters to create this fantasy art adventure for 
you to enjoy. Designed for coloring book fanatics both young and old, there are detailed 
intricacies for those who love to lose themselves in meditative detail, and there are broad 
patches and fun characters for those who like to take a simpler approach. Each coloring 
pattern features an enlightening description about the original painting it is based on, and the 
individual character depicted, to satisfy the curiosity of the artist’s many fans.

Premium 96-page coloring book
with 150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-87-1

Halloween Coloring Book
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH

Jasmine has selected 55 favorites from her vast collection of Halloween artworks to create 
this spine-tingling art adventure for you to enjoy. You’ll find a range of the usual Halloween 
suspects – many pumpkins, witches and skeletons – along with beautiful gothic maidens, 
characters from international festivals like Dia de los Muertos and Obon, and some magical 
autumn fairies. Designed for coloring book fanatics and Halloween fans both young and old, 
there are detailed intricacies for those who love to lose themselves in meditative detail, and 
there are broad patches and fun characters for those who like to take a simpler approach.

Premium 96-page coloring book
with 150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-1-922161-98-7

Alice in Wonderland  
Coloring Book 
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH

Journey into lands, strange and familiar, as Jasmine Becket-Griffith joins Alice on her 
adventures down the rabbit hole in 55 scenes of big-eyed wonder. Bring your own color to 
the pool of tears, the Madhatter’s infamous tea party, the frog footman and some looking-
glass insects. Paint the roses red or invite the wrath of the Red Queen by making them blue, 
or yellow, or lilac, or every shade you like! Alice also ventures beyond the looking glass and 
into art history where she tackles Bosch monsters, poses for Da Vinci, masquerades as a 
Bouguereau Princess and checks just how extremely late she is on a Dali clock. Wherever she 
goes, a little Wonderland goes with her and the Cheshire Cat is never far behind. 

Premium 104-page coloring book
with 150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-67-0

COLORING BOOKS

Dreams of Dragons
& Dragon Kin Coloring Book
RAVYNNE PHELAN

This exquisite coloring book is a celebration of all things dragon. You’ll find powerful protector 
dragons, little hatchling dragons, and all kinds of dragon-inspired creatures – over 50 images 
selected from the artist’s treasure-trove of celebrated works. Ravynne’s intricate painting style 
lends itself perfectly to the meditative art of coloring-in. Use color and your imagination to 
breathe new life into these extraordinary creatures. Step through this doorway into a multiverse 
where the dragons dwell.

Premium 96-page coloring book
with 150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
ISBN: 978-0-9871651-7-6

Ravynne Phelan’s
Spirit Animal Coloring Book

Release your creativity and deepen your connections with the animal world as you bring 
the majesty, mischief, and grace of the wild to life. Meet Fire Fox, Ghost Cat, Storm Falcon 
and more fantastic creatures from the skies, oceans, gardens, and forests of the world. The 50 
lineworks are based on original drawings and paintings with some much-loved images you are 
sure to recognize along with others created especially for this collection. 

Premium 112-page coloring book
with 150 gsm paper and softcover jacket.

Size: 215 x 275 mm.
 ISBN: 978-1-925538-84-7

®

P U B L I S H I N G

New Release
Coloring Book

Alice in Wonderland
Coloring Book
by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

RRP:
Australia: AUD $24.95
USA: USD $19.95 
UK: GBP 14.99
Release: July/August 2019
ISBN: 978-1-925538-67-0

104 page book, Page size: 215 x 275 mm

A phantasma of imagination and possibility on 104 
pages of premium quality 150gsm paper. 

Journey into lands, strange and familiar, as Jasmine 
Becket-Griffith joins Alice on her adventures down the rabbit hole in 55 scenes of big-eyed wonder. 
Bring your own color to the pool of tears, the Madhatter’s infamous tea party, the frog footman and some 
looking-glass insects. Paint the roses red or invite the wrath of the Red Queen by making them blue, or 
yellow, or lilac, or every shade you like!

Alice also ventures beyond the looking glass and into art history where she tackles Bosch monsters, poses 
for Da Vinci, masquerades as a Bouguereau Princess and checks just how extremely late she is on a Dali 
clock. Wherever she goes, a little Wonderland goes with her and the Cheshire Cat is never far behind.

Aimed at ‘grownups’ but absolutely suitable for all ages, with detailed intricacies as well as broad patches 
and fun characters. Reference the colors in Jasmine’s original paintings or branch out and follow your 
own palette in Wonderland! Bring these faithfully created line works to life — and who knows where you 
might end up! For the curiouser and curiouser, Jasmine has provided a description of each of the original 
artworks.

For more information please visit our website at: www.blueangelonline.com
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CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD

The Kuan Yin Transmission™*
Music, Mantra & Meditation with the Universal Mother

ALANA FAIRCHILD

Hear, feel and receive the grace of the Universal Mother through music, mantra, guided activations and meditations. Experience 
gentle Kuan Yin, powerful Tara, resourceful Mother Mary, magical Isis and the wild, dark grace of Kali. The sacred sounds, 

ancient prayers and soul-nurturing visualisations on this 4-disc compendium are a portal into the heart of the Cosmic Madonna, 
the multifaceted Divine Mother of us all. She is many and she is one. She is the divine feminine presence that provides unending 

protection, resources and blessing.

Surrender into beautiful music and the soothing vocals of spiritual teacher Alana Fairchild, be aligned with the frequencies of 
the sacred feminine and be supported as you awaken into truth, expression and purpose. The Kuan Yin Transmission™ has been 

lovingly created to open you to the sanctuary and bliss that have and always will be available to you.

Invoke the goddess to empower your soul purpose, clear karmic obstacles and attract supreme blessings. Let your heart recognise 
that She holds you within her own.

DISC 1: Music and Mantra with the Universal Mother
DISC 2: Guided Empowerments with the Universal Mother
DISC 3: Guided Activation of the Divine Feminine Essence

DISC 4: Guided Healing Meditations with the Universal Mother

4-CD set, 13 tracks, 270 minutes
UPC: 794504720426

CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD

Christ Consciousness Meditations*
Mystical Union with the Universal Christ
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Christ consciousness is an energy of divine love, healing and spiritual grace that 
wants to nurture and protect you throughout your life journey. It is a universal 
energy of spiritual light available to all who open their hearts and minds to it. These 
meditations will guide you into a spiritual encounter with Christ consciousness 
as it manifests through Jesus, and invites you into a personal experience of this 
unconditionally loving guardian and sacred rebel. May all beings recognise the 
light of Christ consciousness that illuminates their hearts and shows them their 
authentic soul path.

3 tracks, 64 minutes
UPC: 794504720228

Meditations with God*
Sacred Connection with the Divine Feminine & Divine Masculine
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Beyond limited viewpoints and fear-based conditioning, there is a great divine 
presence with us and within us, guiding us with love and offering us protective 
grace, always. Freeing our relationship with the Divine from negativity and pain 
allows for an inner experience of peace, safety, love and confidence. Be supported 
by these meditations as you open yourself to a direct relationship with God, as 
Divine Father and Divine Mother, on your own terms. This connection can resolve 
painful childhood wounds and help you rediscover your sense of value, beauty 
and higher purpose. Recognising and being embraced by the loving presence of 
divine grace, sacred relationships and profound healing friendships is the sacred 
birthright of all beings.

3 tracks, 71 minutes
UPC: 794504720129

Meditations with Sekhmet & Narasimha*
Supreme Spiritual Protection with the Lion-Headed Deities
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Sekhmet is a goddess of Egypt and the god Narasimha heralds from India. These 
ancient lion-headed beings are called upon when gentler forms of the Divine 
cannot overcome negative forces within us or in our world. These wrathful 
deities are the fierce faces of divine love. They assume forms that are greater than 
any evil so that they can subdue it. They offer supreme spiritual protection as 
they stand up to and eliminate negative forces and their influence. These are the 
ferocious warriors of the Divine, in feminine and masculine form, that protect 
our soul and clear the way for us to manifest our light.

2 tracks, 67 minutes
UPC: 794504720327

CDs
RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS____________________________________________

For further information on any of these titles,
or for an up-to-date look at our most recent and forthcoming releases,

please visit our website at:

www.blueangelonline.com
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CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD

Happiness*
Meditations for Realising your Dreams & Destiny
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Happiness – that simple and sometimes elusive emotion – can be something that we take for 
granted. Until we realise that perhaps we aren’t feeling it quite as much as we would wish. Yet 
learning how to feel happy again is not hard to do. Alana’s soothing, hypnotic voice and the 
healing rhythms and uplifting tones of the specially composed music will help you reconnect 
to the natural happiness within you. As you learn to relax and feel good, you’ll be able to 
easily stimulate the Law of Attraction in your life. This means you can easily attract what you 
want and need from the Universe. This book and CD have been created to support you on 
a journey of relaxation, attraction and creation – so that the life you live is truly the life that 
makes you happiest. 

Sleep*
Guided Relaxations to Unwind for Bedtime
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Sleep is nature’s gift. To look forward to bedtime and fall sleep easily, and to then wake 
refreshed, ready for your day filled with hope, energy and optimism is part of the pleasure of 
life. You can learn how to relax, unwind and improve your sleeping experience with this book 
and CD, featuring Alana’s hypnotic and soothing voice, and specially composed music with 
diurnal beats, deeply relaxing rhythms and healing sounds, which will gently guide you into 
a safe, healthy, enjoyable sleep experience. Suitable for children, adults, for those with chronic 
sleep problems and those who are just going through a difficult time and struggling to let go.

Trust*
Guided Relaxations to Overcome Anxiety and Feel Good
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Sometimes we just need reassurance. We need comfort, and we need wisdom. This book and CD 
is for those amongst us who struggle with anxiety. Perhaps your anxiety is so acute that you can 
hardly leave the house; or maybe it just pops up as an uncomfortable feeling in one particular area 
in your life – such as speaking up in a business meeting, dealing with your finances or trying to 
change a lifestyle habit that you can’t quite seem to kick. You are so much more powerful than you 
may realise. This program will help you relax and tap into that empowerment within so you can 
truly let go, feel peace and realise that everything really is going to be OK. 

Love Your Inner Goddess*
Express Your Divine Feminine Spirit
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Loving your inner goddess means giving back to you, as you learn how to nurture yourself. 
Explore sacred feminine play and healing as your inner goddess shines and shows you how 
to respect yourself, feel vital and enjoy your unique beauty. Awaken and express your divine 
feminine spirit with these fun, quick and enjoyable techniques to nourish your soul and 
enhance your emotional wellbeing. Your loved-up inner goddess will inspire you to express 
yourself authentically, be empowered and self-confident, ignite your creativity, trust your 
intuition, feel attractive and radiant (that’s your inner goddess glow!) and shine with positive 
energy. Enjoy music, meditation, sacred rituals and spiritual guidance as you discover the 
powers of your inner goddess. Celebrate the exotic, empowered goddess within you!

Audio CD and 48-page book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-09-0

Audio CD and 44-page book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-10-6

Audio CD and 44-page book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-1-925538-11-3

Audio CD, MP3 download and 100-
page book with padded hardcover.

ISBN: 978-1-925538-07-6 

Earth Air Fire Water*
A 40-Day and 40-Night Transformative Healing Journey

STACEY DEMARCO

EARTH AIR FIRE WATER is a transformational guided meditation journey designed 
to bring about personal healing and wellbeing through the balancing of the four 
elements – earth, air, fire and water – within your energetic and spiritual bodies.

- Take the quiz to discover your dominant and shadow elements.
- Unlock the unique qualities of each element & how it can be used alchemically for 

growth and wellbeing.
- Undertake the ‘40 Days & 40 Nights’ affirmation process for your chosen element to 

bring greater harmony and inspire lasting change.
- Invoke the energy of the elements visually through stunning imagery.

- Work with four guided meditations to balance & integrate each element and invoke 
its positive powers.

®
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2021 Release
AUS: Feb | USA: March/April 

UK/EUR: April/May

White Light Frequencies is sacred music that resonates across multiple dimensions to facilitate 
healing and awakening. Your body knows these frequencies, your heart is yearning for them, and 

your spiritual intelligence knows how to process them. All you need to do is listen. 

Each of the nine tracks on this unique album is tuned to a specific harmonic. Feel the ancient 
wisdom of Lemuria 285 Hz and Atlantis 741 Hz. Meditate in the vibration of Sirius 852 Hz and 

Pleiades 396 Hz. Earth yourself with Gaia 174 Hz and become radiant with Solar 528Hz. Rest in the 
passion of Magdalene 417Hz and the love of Goddess Isis 639 Hz. Be in the peace and devotion of 

Bat Qol 963 Hz. Attune yourself to the majesty and melody of the Universe.    

Alana has incorporated binaural beats, solfeggio frequencies, mantra and tonal expressions from 
different languages for a unifying sound experience that goes beyond conscious listening. This 

deep acoustic medicine can be imbued during meditation, healing sessions, yoga, and to promote 
relaxation and sleep. Each listening is a vibrant blessing for whole-being healing. 

For more information visit www.blueangelonline.com

White Light FrequenciesWhite Light Frequencies
Harmonic Soul Blessings for Your Whole Being Harmonic Soul Blessings for Your Whole Being 

Alana FairchildAlana Fairchild

2 CD Set. 9 Tracks. ◉ Running Time: 108 mins. 
RRP AUS $29.95 | US $24.95 | UK £16.99 ◉ UPC: 754523098005 

White Light Frequencies*
Harmonic Soul Blessings for Your Whole Being
ALANA FAIRCHILD

White Light Frequencies is sacred music that resonates across multiple dimensions to facilitate healing and awakening. Your body knows 
these frequencies, your heart is yearning for them, and your spiritual intelligence knows how to process them. All you need to do is listen. 

Each of the nine tracks on this unique album is tuned to a specific harmonic. Feel the ancient wisdom of Lemuria 285 Hz and Atlantis 
741 Hz. Meditate in the vibration of Sirius 852 Hz and Pleiades 396 Hz. Earth yourself with Gaia 174 Hz and become radiant with Solar 
528Hz. Rest in the passion of Magdalene 417Hz and the love of Goddess Isis 639 Hz. Be in the peace and devotion of Bat Qol 963 Hz. 
Attune yourself to the majesty and melody of the Universe. 

Alana has incorporated binaural beats, solfeggio frequencies, mantra and tonal expressions from different languages for a unifying sound 
experience that goes beyond conscious listening. This deep acoustic medicine can be imbued during meditation, healing sessions, yoga, 
and to promote relaxation and sleep. Each listening is a vibrant blessing for whole-being healing. 

2 CD set, 9 tracks, 108 minutes
UPC: 754523098005

2 audio CDs and 240-page
book with padded hardcover.
ISBN: 978-0-9872041-3-4
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Chakra Meditations*
ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504718522

Voice of the Soul
Music for Meditation, Yoga & Dance

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504717921

Past Life Healing*
Meditations to Release the Past

and Enrich the Present
ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504716528

Mystical Healing*
Meditations for the Soul
ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 885767709294

The Black Madonna*
Healing Meditations through the

Power of the Dark Feminine
ALANA FAIRCHILD 
UPC: 794504717822

Inner Power*
Awakening your Infinite

Divine Potential
ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504717327

Isis: Power of the Priestess*
Healing Meditations

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504716122

Rumi Meditations*
Enter into the Divine Heart

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504719024

Holy Sisters*
Healing Meditations with
Mother Mary & Kuan Yin

ALANA FAIRCHILD 
UPC: 794504717723

Star Child*
Healing the Child of Light Within

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504717228

Divine Lotus Mother*
Meditations with Kuan Yin

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504710823

For Love & Light
on Earth*

Radiant Meditations for Personal and 
Planetary Healing

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 884502425581

Mother Mary*
Meditations for Grace
ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504717624

Ganesha*
Meditations for Spiritual Success

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504716627

Radiance*
Luminous Soul Meditations

ALANA FAIRCHILD
UPC: 794504710724

Heart Meditations*
To Help You Rediscover Your True Self

MARTINE & TONI CARMINE 
SALERNO

UPC: 884502915594

CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD

The Flower of Life Meditations*
Wisdom of Astar
DENISE JARVIE

UPC: 794504718621

11.11 Meditations*
A Journey of Remembrance

DENISE JARVIE
UPC: 794504718829

Dissolving Stress*
Meditations for Relaxation, Harmony

& Wellbeing
DENISE JARVIE

UPC: 794504718928

Healing Music for the Soul
ROBERT J. BOYD

UPC: 885767605039

New World
AMEERA

UPC: 794712643197

Meditations for Inner Peace*
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

UPC: 9780975216668

Crystalline Activations
Isis & Osiris:

The Octahedrons of Light*
JUSTIN MOIKEHA ASAR

UPC: 885767505711

Meet Your Power Animal*
Animal Dreaming Guided Meditative Journeys

SCOTT ALEXANDER KING
UPC: 634479779299

Crystalline Activations
St Germain:

The Voilet Flame
JUSTIN MOIKEHA ASAR

UPC: 885767505728
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CDs  RELAXATION MUSIC & GUIDED MEDITATIONS *Guided visualisation meditation CD
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Happy Little Hearts*
Meditations for Children

KATRINA CAVANOUGH
UPC: 794504717020

Meditations with Angels*
MARTINE SALERNO

UPC: 9328161000723

Mother Earth, Angels
& Ascended Masters*

MARTINE SALERNO
UPC: 9780975768396

Peace & Quiet, vol. 2
JEFFREE CLARKSON
UPC: 794504719420

The Hero’s Journey Dream 
Meditations*

KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN  
& DANA WALDEN

UPC: 794504720624

Transformation
MARIO DUGUAY

UPC: 794504717525

Celestial Reiki
ROBERT J BOYD

UPC: 9780980286595

Reiki: Healing Touch
JEFFREE CLARKSON
UPC: 794504719222

Healing Pathways*
Guided Meditations

TAMMY JONES
UPC: 794504720525

Two Worlds
JEREMY ‘YONGURRA’ DONOVAN

UPC: 884502700770

Tranquility
Nocturnes for Piano
JONATHAN KENT

UPC: 885767737266

Spiritus
PATRICK BERNARD
UPC: 634479717642

Healing Angel
PATRICK BERNARD
UPC: 634479717635

Angel Song
Music for Reiki, Meditation and Yoga

ROBERT J BOYD
UPC: 9780980286564

Awakening the Goddess
Music to Inspire, Uplift & Energise

ROBERT J BOYD
UPC: 9780980286571

Butterfly
JEFFREE CLARKSON
UPC: 885767961708

®
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New Release CD

The Hero’s Journey Dream Meditations
by Kelly Sullivan Walden & Dana Walden

RELEASE: AUGUST 2019
RRP: AUSTRALIA: $24.95  -  USA: $16.95  -  UK: £13.99

UPC: 794504720624
5 TRACKS, 49 MINUTES

Since time immemorial, the hero’s journey has been taken by wizards, goddesses, sages, and ordinary people, 
and whether you realize or not, you are taking it right now. You have been called from your everyday world, 

to quest for change, for knowledge, for peace, for strength. You may have already crossed the threshold, 
discovered treasure, or be on the way home, changed, empowered and ready to share your wisdom. 

Wherever you are in your journey, The Hero’s Journey Dream Meditations will help you: 
• Recognize, discern and heed your call to adventure

• Recover and discover the fortitude, courage and resilience to prevail along your quest
• Receive and embrace your reward and just desserts, and become magnetic for even more

• Integrate and align with your gifts, talents, wisdom and genius, as you make your return  with the elixir,
so you can effectively share with and contribute to others

For more information please visit our website at: www.blueangelonline.com

DVDs

The Writer’s Path
12 Keys to Awaken Your Creative Voice

CHIP RICHARDS

Do you have a story you know would make a great film or book? Have 
you felt called to share your experiences, ideas and creative inspiration 
on the page, the screen and beyond… but perhaps didn’t know quite 
how to start, finish or otherwise bring your vision through?

In this dynamic video series, internationally celebrated author, 
screenwriter and creative guide Chip Richards shares his 12 Golden 
Keys – essential tools and visionary approaches to building an 
authentic, heart-connected writing practice, while igniting the full 
expression of the stories that are ready to come through you. Powerful 
for both seasoned and emerging writers, The Writer’s Path DVD 
is like your own personal story workshop, igniting a path of deep 
connection to your true creative voice and expanding your ability to 
both live and share more meaningful stories in the world. Now is the 
time.

DVD, Region 0, Running time: 80 minutes
ISBN: 794504716429

Kuan Yin: A Visual Meditation
ALANA FAIRCHILD

Discover Kuan Yin and how she wants to help you (yes, you!) to be free 
from fear and live more in a place of love and empowerment in this 
world through her Grace. Discover why visual meditation is so helpful 
and healing to us.

Enjoy one of the easiest ways to meditate with beautiful relaxing 
scenery, emotionally healing music and soothing guided voice-overs. 
Feel transported through time into a mystical world of ancient wisdom 
and sacred ritual, to experience the grace, blessings and healing beauty 
of the Divine Mother Kuan Yin who loves you unconditionally.

DVD, Region 0, Running time: 55 minutes
ISBN: 794504716726
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Front and back cover artwork by
Autumn Skye from her upcoming book,

Reflection (available in 2023).


